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**How to Use This Guidebook**

Many health professionals in the field have developed a variety of practical and useful tools for facilitation in the primary health care context. This guidebook provides background information chapter-by-chapter with resource listings that contributors felt were relevant. These tools are listed in the *Facilitation Resources* section at the end of each chapter. These sections are not intended to be an exhaustive national list, but rather a sampling of relevant resources that have proven effective. Although these resources have not undergone peer review, they are supported by anecdotal reports of effectiveness.

The resources list at the end of each chapter is organized into distinct categories to help you determine its relevance to your practice. The icon for each relevant category will appear next to each resource listed throughout the guidebook as an aid to categorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🔄</td>
<td>Organizational Support</td>
<td>Indicates that this resource was effective in providing support across an organization’s change process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🏁</td>
<td>Program</td>
<td>A program developed to facilitate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⌚</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>A process used for facilitating change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🎯</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>A training module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🧪</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Specific documents that have been developed to support and promote change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Introduction**

This guide offers information on the strengths and efficacy of facilitation for leaders and facilitators of change in primary health care (PHC). It grew from the collaboration of Canadian health providers, facilitators, managers and researchers who have observed the benefits of facilitation as a vehicle for PHC renewal.

This guide represents the synthesis of what Canadian health providers, facilitators, leaders and researchers have observed from their work in this area. This working document reflects the experience, thoughts and contributions from professionals across Canada on the use and benefits of facilitated change in health care. It offers a collective perspective grounded in theory and practice.

Facilitation is a set of skills and tools that can guide PHC work as attention is focused on health promotion and prevention, complementing the important work of acute and episodic care.

Practitioners who use the skills and tools of facilitation provide guidance through change by focusing attention on the process of change and finding ways to empower others (providers, managers, community members and systems) to move change forward together.

The facilitator, whether a manager, provider or a person hired as a facilitator, eases the way for all stakeholders in this change process, providing an environment where they can be actively engaged and empowered.

The best facilitation models often create environments where people feel involved in the decision-making process. By combining training and/or capacity building, the facilitator assists the stakeholders in navigating the change processes as a team. Values such as respect, neutrality and inclusion allow the facilitator to focus on the needs and goals of the team.

Facilitators also play a role in demystifying evaluation and research. They support evidence-based decision-making, program planning and evaluation. Ideally, facilitators use participatory methods and have a broad base of knowledge and experience as adult educators and leaders of change.

The Oxford Prevention of Heart Attack and Stroke Project introduced many of the key elements of the facilitation approach to preventive primary health care. It was the precursor for what has become known as the UK Facilitation Model.

**Primary Health Care is:**
- Essential health care based on practical, scientifically sound and socially acceptable methods and technology.
- Universally accessible to individuals and families in the community with their full participation.
- The first level of contact with the health system.
- Broader than the health system.

The Declaration of the Alma Ata
(WHO and Unicef, 1978)
The project was based on the belief that primary health care providers are committed to the principles of prevention. This model recognized that, to improve their preventive practice, these providers needed practical assistance to assess and reorient their activities and to deploy staff more effectively.

In order to address this need, the project provided a trained facilitator with experience in primary health care to help the primary care team discuss prevention and set objectives for improvement. The facilitator in the UK model played a role in the recruitment and training of practice nurses for the delivery of preventive measures including the following tasks:

- Identifying individuals at risk;
- Preparing tools and office systems to support preventive practice;
- Organizing inter-professional meetings for the practice team; and
- Setting up an audit system to measure progress.

The facilitator’s role was to provide support and resources for changing work patterns. It was not the facilitator’s role to serve clients/patients directly. Initial results from audits of practices in the UK project, involving more than 3,000 clients/patients, indicated that the use of a facilitator was the most cost-effective means for changing work patterns in primary health care practices.3

This model was adapted and applied by the University of Saskatchewan and subsequently formally implemented in Saskatchewan. The University of Ottawa is exploring similar models that build on the work of Deitrich1 and Grol.2

These Canadian adaptations have set the stage for the introduction of facilitated PHC change. British Columbia and Newfoundland and Labrador are using variations of this facilitation model in their change processes. Manitoba is exploring how facilitated processes can assist in their work.

The decision to use facilitation processes is largely based on the increasing need to ensure efficiency and effectiveness in health reforms that integrate prevention into practice. There is an emerging awareness that facilitation holds the potential to add value to PHC change processes.

There is a growing body of evidence that supports facilitation because it provides a flexible way to build on strengths and meet the needs of individuals, teams and/or communities where they live. The presence of a facilitator offers opportunities, resources and encouragement for the PHC team. The facilitator enables them to make accountable team decisions while negotiating appropriate team-member roles.
Each chapter of this Guide is divided into two sections. The first section of each chapter offers information and guidance on the topic and describes how facilitation can be used. The second section of each chapter provides resources that have been used in making changes.

The Guide begins in Chapter One with a review of the development of PHC and an overview of facilitation. It also looks at PHC’s renewal principles and guideposts. Chapter Two explores how the facilitation model can support ongoing changes in primary health care. An examination of the nature of change within a system and its impact on the individuals involved is offered in Chapter Three. This is followed by an overview of the nature and types of evidence in Chapter Four which focuses on understanding the nature of evidence; methods for gathering evidence and translating into practice; and ways to improve planning. Chapter Five highlights the links between the study of disease, prevention and health promotion in PHC settings. It also explores how facilitation can play a role in these settings. Chapter Six examines approaches to engaging communities in and with health care through participatory methods and capacity building. An exploration of the definition and enhancement of chronic disease management is the subject of Chapter Seven. Chapter Eight explores the importance and dynamics of teams as it relates to primary health care. The significant opportunities and challenges of collaborative practice are discussed in Chapter Nine. And finally, in Chapter Ten, the guide describes the role of information management in supporting the many changes occurring today in PHC in Canada.

The facilitation process can create environments in which people feel genuinely valued, respected and involved in the decision-making process.
In Canada the terms primary care and primary health care are sometimes used interchangeably. This can be a problem when it comes to providing a clear understanding for change policy and practice. Primary health care (PHC) is not a new concept—it’s focus extends the traditional delivery of medical services known as primary care. However, research has identified the importance of the non-medical and social determinants of health. These determinants expand traditional delivery of primary care into the realm of PHC —shifting and integrating the focus on individuals to include communities and populations.

This growing understanding highlights the importance of primary health care. It recognizes that “even the most sophisticated and expensive health care systems cannot on their own overcome disparities in health status, and deal with health problems rooted in complex social and environmental circumstances.” This chapter reviews the development of PHC and concludes with a discussion intended to clarify PHC’s meaning for the purpose of this guide.

**Defining Primary Health Care**

The Declaration of the Alma Ata (1978) defined PHC as essential health care made universally accessible and affordable to individuals and families in the community by means acceptable to them through their full participation. The health care services will be delivered by the most appropriate health care provider and will take into account other health-related sectors such as education, justice and housing. Resulting from the implementation of PHC, sustainable partnerships will be developed with individuals and organizations within their community.

The Alma Ata proposed some guiding principles on which to base continued PHC activities (discussed below). Recognizing that it is difficult to work effectively when working in isolation, it emphasized the critical importance of community participation and inter-sectoral collaboration. In Canada, the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (1986) further reinforced this definition by outlining similar characteristics. Proponents of PHC hold that it is more than
an approach to health service. They believe that PHC calls for major systemic reorientation in the way health care providers think and act on issues that impact health.

With the goal of influencing the health of the population, as well as the individual, PHC is a strategy for organizing health care. It prioritizes each component of health according to its potential to contribute to the health of community members. PHC moves beyond disease and illness care to integrating and incorporating prevention and health promotion. These actions are informed by the community, by a range of professional groups and by input from other sectors.

The Historical Perspective

The idea of PHC began with the 1946 Constitution of the World Health Organization (WHO) that defined health as including both mental and social well being. In Canada the advent of Medicare acknowledged the importance of access to health care services for all Canadians regardless of socio-economic status.

The Lalonde report (1974), A New Perspective on the Health of Canadians, developed the idea of non-medical determinants of health. It recognized the importance of prevention and health promotion in health and well being.

The Declaration of Alma Ata (1978), and the report Achieving Health for All by the Year 2000, further shaped the emerging concept of primary health care. The authors identified essential PHC indicators and expanded the definition of health. In that definition they included the capacity for individuals and communities to participate productively and fully in self determination.

Health services provided at first point of contact within the health care system are known as primary health care services. These services form the foundation of the health care system.

The Alma Ata’s call for joint action by government, by health care practitioners and by communities recognized the growing importance of PHC to health and well being. It provided the first major international push for PHC’s development.

The 1986 Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion identified the health determinants as pre-requisites of health. And it identified inter-sectoral and inter-professional action as the means for change. This expanded the Lalonde Report by focusing on the broader social, economic and environmental factors that affect health. The Charter defined health promotion as an integrated and collaborative approach to health care.
In 1994, the population approach was officially endorsed by the federal/provincial/territorial ministers of Health. The previous focus was on providing health care services for each individual’s risks and clinical factors. This new approach highlighted the importance of addressing the entire range of factors that determine health. It included the need for strategies to work with populations to achieve health and well being. The Health Transition Fund of the late 1990s was intended to help modernize Medicare. Subsequently Canada’s first ministers agreed to support the integration of PHC within the health system. This agreement resulted in the PHC Transition Fund. It was intended to offset the costs of moving toward a sustainable PHC system.

The Romanow report (2002), Building on Values: The Future of Health Care in Canada, further solidified the need to fund prevention-related activities by reinforcing the national and regional commitment to primary health care.

The First Ministers’ Accord created the Health Reform Fund and the Transition Fund. It targeted PHC and reinforced the commitment to make PHC integral to health system reforms.

**Taking a Population Health Perspective**

Population health is “an approach that focuses on the inter-related conditions and factors that have an impact on the health of populations across the life stages.” A population health focus means engaging in activities that address individual needs through population health strategies by re-aligning our health system to address emerging priorities that ensure the well being of all Canadians.

Central to PHC are the basic principles identified in its many precursors that guide the response to health issues. These principles emphasize the need to:

- Work with people to enable them to prioritize issues for themselves and their community and to select those interventions that they see as most useful; and
- Work with other sectors to address the root causes of ill-health and to find approaches that are sustainable.

Although health reform was not specifically addressed within the population health strategies, they do support one of the key principles of health reform: there is more to health than health care. These guiding principles of population health are useful for planning PHC renewal processes.

In September 2005, the PHC Awareness Strategy was launched. Its authors acknowledged that PHC defies a single, easily understood definition. However they identified four main pillars of PHC that have received general acceptance through an extensive consultation process. The pillars capture the elements described above in four categories.
The following table compares the various historical features that have been integrated into current PHC model.

**TABLE 1: Historical Features Integrated into the Primary Health Care Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awareness Strategy</th>
<th>Alma Ata</th>
<th>Ottawa Charter</th>
<th>Determinants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Living</td>
<td>Provide preventive, curative and rehabilitative services</td>
<td>Focus on health promotion and illness prevention</td>
<td>Income and social status, Social support networks, Employment/working conditions, Education, Food, Security, Social environments, Health practices and coping skills, Healthy child development, Biology and genetics, Health services, Gender, Physical environments, Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Approach</td>
<td>Rooted in community needs, Inter-sectoral and community driven, Builds community capacity, Team based</td>
<td>Community, public and individual participation, Team based, Interdisciplinary delivery, Inter-sectoral co-operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Sustainable and accessible services</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consensus is building, at many levels, on the need to increase the focus on prevention and health promotion within health services delivery systems for population health, for PHC and for acute care. The focus on prevention can be increased through a team-based approach that is sustainable and builds the capacity of the community.

Research supports the benefits of team-based delivery on quality of care,\textsuperscript{17,18,19} however there is limited evidence to show the effectiveness of team-based delivery in improving effectiveness of care. The issue becomes one of managing, enhancing and measuring effectiveness as the system is reoriented from the traditional focus on illness management to building on strengths of individuals and communities.
The Oxford Prevention of Heart Attack and Stroke Project introduced the facilitation model to health care in the UK. This model demonstrated the benefits of facilitation for improving the identification and follow-up of risk factors for cardiovascular disease and stroke. The role of a facilitator that supported the process of change was found to be particularly beneficial. Much evidence has been gathered through the continued development of the facilitation model in the United States, Netherlands and Canada. This evidence supports the benefits of facilitation for change management.

This chapter explores how the facilitation model can support ongoing change in primary health care. The chapter also looks at the business case for the use of facilitation and encourages discussion to define facilitation. At the end of the chapter are listed tools to assist in supporting change in the PHC setting.

The Canadian Context

Among the successful applications of facilitation in PHC in Canada is the model developed in Saskatchewan. There, 15 facilitators in 13 regional health authorities are enhancing preventive practice through assessment, screening and education. These facilitators offer support as the team engages in quality assurance strategies (auditing, monitoring and appropriate referral), evaluation and research. The facilitators also create links among the inter-professional team members and the community. Saskatchewan Health and the University of Saskatchewan developed a facilitation training program to support this evolving method of change. And their commitment is such that they now have permanently funded facilitator positions to continue this work in the province.

A team of researchers at the University of Ottawa developed a different approach to facilitation. This model is rooted in the work of Grol and Dietrich. The team has been collecting data on the use of outreach facilitation as a means of changing
practice behaviour of the existing team members.\textsuperscript{23,25} This model assumes that improving preventive performance in PHC is important and necessary. Team members recognize that there is substantial room to improve evidence-based prevention practices in primary health care. Hulscher et al.\textsuperscript{24} have found that adapting facilitator intervention to primary health care, and combining several effective methods, improves prevention. Other randomized, controlled trials have shown that outreach facilitation successfully improves delivery of preventive services.

Ontario’s model is based on assigning a trained nurse facilitator (external to the practice or PHC team and referred to as an outreach facilitator) to practice settings. The outreach facilitator’s goal is to work with each practice team member to increase delivery of preventive services.

In a discussion paper of the Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada (2002),\textsuperscript{25} the author speaks of a “clear consensus” on the need to integrate an increased focus on PHC into the current health care system. The author notes that despite this consensus, there is an “inability to make changes deemed necessary.” Among his recommendations with regard to enhancing the collective ability to make change in Canada’s health system is the need to “encourage a rethinking of the managerial role... from comptroller to facilitator.”

For managers to make their transition to facilitators of change, it is necessary to support those managers as they develop facilitation skills. Recognizing managers as facilitators offers further support for the use of facilitation in Canada.

There is a growing body of knowledge that supports the use of facilitation as a vehicle for change. And this vehicle is driven by the facilitator, whether she or he is referred to as a facilitator, change agent, manager, health provider or community member.

**The Business Case for Outreach Facilitation**

Improving the delivery of recommended patient services by PHC providers, using evidence-based guidelines, can have an important positive influence on the health of Canadians. There is documented evidence that can guide a group of practicing physicians to organize themselves to deliver preventive medicine effectively. But very few physician groups implement these strategies.

Both prevention screening and chronic disease prevention and management hold a major focus in PHC renewal. The use of outreach facilitation can assist practices to employ plans based on evidence to change behavior in these areas. Successful outreach facilitation fosters collaboration among the PHC team members in the practice setting. This approach, based on best practice guidelines,\textsuperscript{20} assists the team in establishing and integrating office systems that improve the delivery of prevention screening and chronic disease prevention and management.

*Multiple interventions tend to be more effective in changing behavior than single ones.*
For any given practice, outreach facilitation that focuses on practice performance in the delivery of best practice by the team, will lead to a greater integration of PHC services and to seamless team approaches. This in turn ensures that, as the most appropriate team members provide care, resources are maximized. The Cochrane Effective Practice and Organization of Care Group\textsuperscript{26} has compiled evidence that supports the efficacy of outreach facilitation visits combined with additional interventions. The evidence shows this is an effective means of improving professional practice and health outcomes. In addition, 12 randomized controlled trials have shown that outreach facilitation successfully improves delivery of preventive services and prescribing performance.\textsuperscript{24}

Evidence shows that a multi-faceted outreach facilitation program, delivered by nurse facilitators, can significantly improve preventive care performance. While not all facilitators are nurse facilitators, this evidence of the use of facilitation further supports facilitation as a valuable process for change.

Improvements in the delivery of preventive services can save health care dollars.\textsuperscript{24} Although outreach facilitation is an expensive intervention, all of its costs can be offset by reducing inappropriate screening and increasing appropriate prevention screening. A cost-consequences analysis, taking into account the estimated cost savings to the health system from reducing five inappropriate/not recommended screening tests and increasing seven appropriate/recommended screening tests, was conducted.

In a randomized controlled trial, 22 randomly selected intervention primary care practices affecting 90,283 patients were reviewed. Multiple data sources were used to calculate the costs and savings for government.

The total cost of delivering the intervention included facilitators’ training and wages, additional recommended screening and investigation of false positives. Savings came from reduced screening that was not recommended and a reduction in unnecessary treatment due to early diagnosis or prevention. The annual net cost savings to the government was (2003 CDN) $1.87 per patient, $3,687 per physician or $63,911 per facilitator. That was an estimated return of 40 per cent on intervention investment and delivery of recommended preventive care.\textsuperscript{27} This evidence of effectiveness is sufficient to support the introduction of outreach facilitation to the larger health care system.

Facilitation as a practice may offer added support as we move through PHC change. The question now becomes, “What is facilitation and how can we integrate this model into PHC renewal?” To further clarify the facilitation model, the next section offers background information on facilitation as a practice.
Facilitation processes are beginning to be recognized as an integral part of PHC change processes. There is now sufficient evidence to begin to apply this model of change. As the knowledge and experience base is enhanced, providers are discovering the many forms that facilitation can take. They are also discovering the many challenges and opportunities posed by these various forms.

Facilitation is a process that can support the people who are moving through change. It can also support the organizational outcomes desired from change. The next two chapters explore the nature of facilitation as a tool for change. Chapter Three delves into facilitation as a process for system change. Chapter Four explores the importance of understanding the nature of evidence and the challenges of monitoring facilitation interventions.

**Approaches to Implementation in Partnering Jurisdictions**

**Newfoundland and Labrador:** The province has been using facilitation processes and facilitators to engage in broad provincial consultations, to support the development of relevant proposals for PHC funding, to build team capacity and enhance community engagement and to support the development of managers as facilitators.

**Ontario:** The University of Ottawa team has assembled a body of knowledge on the benefits of outreach facilitation and on effective strategies for outreach facilitation in the integration of prevention strategies in practice settings.

**Manitoba:** Manitoba’s regional health authorities have been using facilitation methods to engage community participation and build capacity in PHC for several years. Clear examples of successful facilitation exist. Manitoba is committed to developing a provincial strategy to build on existing regional capacity in facilitation.

**Saskatchewan:** The extensive and impressive work done in Saskatchewan has applied the process of facilitation to build team capacity. Facilitators in the province work closely with several PHC teams to support the shift to team-based delivery-of-care models.

**British Columbia:** The British Columbia partners developed and integrated the facilitation model into their change process. External facilitators, internal facilitators and change agents lead the chronic disease management and prevention collaborative process and the community capacity-building initiatives.
The Nature of Facilitation

The particular form that the role of a facilitator can take may be as varied as the environments in which she or he may work. The International Association of Facilitators defines the role of a facilitator as:

“An individual whose job is to manage a process of information exchange. While an ‘expert’s’ role is to offer advice, particularly about the content of a discussion, the facilitator’s role is to help with HOW the discussion is proceeding. In short, the facilitator’s responsibility is to address the journey, rather than the destination.”

So, regardless of the environment, the facilitator’s role is not to determine the process outcomes, but to manage a process of change.... Some facilitators work within a team as internal facilitators or simply as a team member applying facilitation skills in their work (such as a provider or manager with a highly-developed facilitation skill set). Other facilitators are external outreach facilitators providing services as consultants to the team.

Within the context of PHC, there are a number of key tasks in which a facilitator may engage. Many Canadian facilitators (NL, ON, SK and BC) play a role in:

- Identifying opportunities for and supporting the development of PHC teams including collaborating with inter-professional teams to establish priorities and monitor progress; coordinating and facilitating educational endeavours; and supporting team building activity;
- Engaging health professionals, inter-sectoral partners and community in PHC activities through networking, education and participation;
- Planning and supporting organizational change; and
- Encouraging appropriate audit evaluation and research activities as part of an improvement process.

A facilitator emphasizes the change and development process by creating links among organizations and individuals. Facilitators encourage effective communication among team members, with the community and with other inter-sectoral groups. Facilitators empower individuals, teams and organizations to develop quality health services in PHC settings by providing teams with practical help and education before, during and after the change process.

As facilitators assist with the change process they face many challenges:

Organizational Structure

Structural and financial barriers may limit the employment of facilitators or the acquisition of the resources they require to accomplish their tasks.
Complexity of the Task
The complexity and variability of PHC systems, team formations and individual practices make it difficult to both define a formula for applying a facilitation model and to measure change.

Receptivity of the Practice and/or Team Members
A facilitator’s effectiveness is shaped by the professional attitudes, beliefs and knowledge of the providers with whom they work. The effectiveness of facilitation is often influenced by the state of readiness of the individuals in the practice, team or organization to engage in reflective practice or evaluation and implement the changes suggested by the evidence. The level of readiness in turn influences the degree to which individual providers and teams change their behaviours.

Lack of Understanding of the Role
Health professionals have limited exposure to the process of facilitation and, as a result, have a limited understanding of the benefits of facilitation. This limited exposure can translate into professional resistance to the changes being undertaken. This may manifest as rivalry with or anger at the facilitator who is supporting and undertaking change management. Depending on the facilitator’s skill set, this can pose a substantial challenge to her or his effectiveness.

Facilitation Capacity
Facilitators have a wide range of skills. This complicates the identification of the specific factors that effect change. The effectiveness of facilitators can also be limited by too few tools/techniques to facilitate in different dynamics, by culture or by population.

Despite these challenges, a growing body of evidence suggests that the facilitators can also act as a catalyst for change at individual, team, organizational and systemic levels by:
  • Supporting the development of new collaborative practices;
  • Integrating preventive strategies and new models for chronic disease prevention and management;
  • Engaging community members; and
  • Evaluating the effectiveness of best practices and systems.

The unique vantage point of facilitators often places them in a pivotal role to provide feedback to the PHC team. To integrate a focus on process into the ever-increasing focus on the outcomes of change, it is necessary to build the organizational and professional capacity to support facilitated change.

There is no standard way of approaching this work in PHC settings. But this area is growing quickly and transforming itself as stakeholders gain more comfort, knowledge and evidence to support facilitated intervention. What follows is a synthesis of facilitator characteristics that have been identified as effective in the partner provinces. It is not intended to be an exhaustive list, but to provide insight from collective experience and evidence gathering.

Ideally, facilitators use participatory methods and have a broad base of knowledge and experience as adult educators and managers of change.
The Primary Health Care Facilitator

Though the skills of a facilitator in PHC may remain constant, the nature of the role may vary. This is necessary because facilitation takes place at many levels and in many settings throughout primary health care. At times providers themselves use facilitation processes. At other times a manager or researcher may develop these skills to assist with change. At other times a professional facilitator will offer dedicated guidance for the change process. Where the facilitator is situated (as an internal member of the organization or team or as an external consultant) can also influence the nature of the facilitator’s work.

External Facilitation

Most of the current evidence that supports facilitation as an effective process stems from the use of external facilitators. When the facilitator is an external practice consultant, the boundaries of facilitation are clear. This tends to ensure that the facilitation role remains focused and neutral. It reduces the likelihood that internal and historical factors within the team or organization will negatively impact the facilitator’s ability to act within her or his role.

Internal Facilitators

In-house facilitation practices are common in many organizations, but these practices risk being assimilated into the daily routine. The facilitation role may then be undermined by the daily urgencies of the practice or it may be placed on the back burner and forgotten. Solberg (2000) demonstrated that protecting time for internal facilitators is not necessarily effective. Internal facilitators also have to manage the internal dynamics of the practice setting/team that often pose additional interpersonal dynamics, expectations and organizational pressures that can interfere with their work. They require a more finely tuned sense of the role and a well-developed skill set to navigate the additional level of internal group dynamics that will emerge.

Although the idea of building internal facilitator capacity is not well supported by current literature, this is the common practice in Canadian health care. Therefore, if internal facilitators are preferred, the selection must be made very carefully and with sufficient levels of support and training to ensure effectiveness.

Regardless of the facilitator’s background, it is essential that they have the knowledge, skills and personal disposition to facilitate relevant changes. This knowledge may have been accumulated while working in the area or the facilitator may come from a clinical background.

Knowing the difference between doing and facilitating enables the facilitator to let others take over when they are ready and able. The facilitator’s focus is to build capacity for individual and organizational self-sustaining facilitation processes. If these are successful
they actually decrease the need for the facilitator’s services over time. This understanding informs a facilitator’s orientation to empower others to build sustainable change.

Finding the right mix of qualifications, skills and disposition to become an effective facilitator is an important and challenging part of building facilitation capacity. The following table identifies some of the most effective characteristics to look for when identifying people to take on the role of facilitators:

### Table 2: Qualities of an Effective Facilitator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills and Knowledge</th>
<th>Personal Disposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and training</td>
<td>Neutral, humble, inquisitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and planning</td>
<td>Encourages active participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical and synthesis skills</td>
<td>Non-authoritative leadership style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation skills</td>
<td>Assertive communication approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and customize interventions</td>
<td>Able to &quot;champion&quot; the changes as well as solicit and support other champions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal and collaborative skills</td>
<td>Focused on building capacity rather than taking responsibility/ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead group and individual interventions</td>
<td>Comfortable with change and dealing with resistance to change and conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong learning skills – quick learner</td>
<td>Willing to share knowledge, skills and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict management and resolution skills</td>
<td>Willing to change approach as is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared leadership</td>
<td>Confident and competent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant guidelines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stages of change – readiness to change at the levels of individual and community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of organizational change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC context and office systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Developing a Facilitative Orientation

Wilson (2003) provides insight into the development of the role of the facilitator. She identified three phases of development. In the 1950s it began with the importance of attaching a person to manage group process – the facilitator. This approach gave way to another concept of the facilitator as a person who chooses, regardless of role, to develop a particular behavioural style that “eases the way people think and take action together.” The latest shift in the facilitator role is a combined focus on process and working strategically. This current approach highlights the importance of developing facilitative leaders throughout an organization. As Wilson explains:

“working together facilitatively and strategically means that thinking and action are tied to the organization’s (individual, team, community, group, collaborative or organization) strategy, mission and vision and the capacity of people to carry it out.”
The emerging role of the facilitator is one of making process smoother to follow and outcomes easier to achieve. Developing a facilitative orientation that builds on internal resources, links with larger organizational goals and focuses on the process of change is helpful in moving changes forward.

Being facilitative begins with the premise of talking with, rather than at, people. This dialogue empowers all parties to act in an equally facilitative manner. According to Wilson (2003) this shift occurs as a leader moves us from a having-to-know perspective toward one in which we build the capacity of others around us to “be-in-the-know.” To do this, facilitative leaders often engage in a common set of activities:30

- Asking questions to enrich engagement;
- Sharing relevant knowledge and information;
- Linking minds; and
- Learning and unlearning.

Wilson further defines the tasks that facilitative people engage in by distinguishing between the facilitative and the non-facilitative approaches in the following table:

**Table 3: Facilitative and Non-Facilitative Approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-facilitative approach</th>
<th>Facilitative approach</th>
<th>Facilitative tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giving a report</td>
<td>Dialoguing about a report</td>
<td>Facilitate dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking at people</td>
<td>Inviting dialogue</td>
<td>Discern relevant patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling the conversation</td>
<td>Sparking new thinking</td>
<td>Spot issues and options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolating individual thinking</td>
<td>Linking ideas together</td>
<td>Think comprehensively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving instructions</td>
<td>Sparking motivation and passion</td>
<td>Generate passion for the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paying attention only to important people</td>
<td>Negotiating roles and tasks</td>
<td>Operate with a stance of possibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing forever</td>
<td>Acknowledging everyone</td>
<td>Reinforce the group’s esprit de corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moving a group to action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


By enhancing the facilitative orientation at every level in PHC renewal, differences in the individual degree of engagement begin to emerge. Engaged individuals let go of the need to have all the answers when it manifests that the group, team or community has those answers. Individuals engaged in the facilitative orientation are better able to interact with confidence and to focus on process, rather than on the traditional workplace hierarchy. In this way, the group, team or community finds its way beyond an otherwise confusing collection of perspectives and opinions toward a common understanding of the tasks to be completed. They think together before initiating change and then save time by confidently moving from discussion to action. Most importantly, everyone has had the chance to give and receive feedback — increasing engagement.
It is very likely that change will occur in some areas of PHC without the benefit of facilitation. Developing a facilitation orientation will further support the process of this change. A self-assessment of skills, knowledge and limitations is a good place to start. The reader is directed to the work of Bens (2005) for a useful self assessment tool to inform ongoing development in this area. Regardless of your role in PHC renewal, it may be helpful to develop what Wilson refers to as the facilitative screens for clarity. To do this the individual needs to pay attention to the subtle cues offered by the groups in which they work:

**Facilitative Screens**

- **Focus**
  Focus means deciding on the right action for the right issue. It is important to ensure common understanding of purpose and to make effective use of everyone’s time and energy.

- **Participation**
  The more involved participants are, the more they learn and the more engaged they become. This increases the likelihood that they are solving the right problems. The more their participation is encouraged, the better the group’s ability to find necessary solutions and, eventually, to increase the speed with which they reach those solutions.

- **Connections**
  It is crucial to encourage connections between ideas. It is also crucial to link perspectives that emerge from discussion. This helps participants overcome any sense of isolation. It increases engagement and it enhances motivation and passion. Successfully channelling the group’s passion or emotional engagement makes sustainable outcomes more likely because the group takes responsibility for the change.

- **Implementation**
  The integration of evidence into the ongoing change processes gives momentum to the facilitation process. This is accomplished by evaluating the effectiveness of the solutions reached through facilitation. By reviewing facilitation efforts indicators are created that will assist in continuing evaluation and in finding new solutions to new problems.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role
Trust in process is fundamental to facilitation. Individually and as a group, participants trust that strong and engaging outcomes will unfold. Regardless of individual roles in PHC – as a leader, provider, educator or facilitator – a facilitative orientation allows process-oriented team members to assist the people with whom they work. This orientation allows them to openly discuss, understand, plan and evaluate the many PHC changes in which they are engaged. Process shifts the focus from outcomes to ways to achieve those outcomes. Process engages everyone and builds on the group’s strengths.

Facilitation Resources

Facilitation Skills Training (NL): Two two-day workshops were delivered to the project team (coordinators, facilitators and physician leads) from each of the provincial PHC team areas. The first of these workshops provided training in facilitation skills and collaborative processes. The second two-day workshop offered additional training in facilitation skills with a focus on managing conflict in a changing environment. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health & Community Services

Facilitating Adult Learning Workshop (NL, on behalf of the BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks and covers the following content areas: characteristics of the adult learner, group dynamics, learning styles, presentation skills, planning instruction and differences between instruction and facilitation. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health

Facilitationforum (SK): To support the sharing of information between colleagues, an internet-based group page has been established where facilitators can dialogue about their work. Facilitationforum has been set up through Yahoo! Groups – a free service that offers a convenient way to connect with others who share the same interests and ideas. Contact: chris.mayhew@saskatoonhealthregion.ca, Saskatoon Health Region

Facilitator Network (SK): This provincial forum supports the work of provincial team facilitators through quarterly meetings guided by a systems-thinking approach. It offers support with orientation of new facilitators, continuing education, information and resource sharing, regional and provincial updates and updates on facilitation work/initiatives in other areas of the country. For more information, contact Primary Health Services Branch, Saskatchewan Health. Contact: gary.n@pnrh.ca, Saskatchewan Health
Understanding Primary Health Care (NL, on behalf of the BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks and covers the following content areas: awareness of the history, evolution, definitions and concepts related to PHC, PHC terminology and links to population health, health promotion and the determinants of health. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health

Practice Facilitator Training (ON): This educational package has been developed to train nurses to take on the role of facilitator in practice settings. Contact: jschultz@uottawa.ca or facilitation@scoh.on.ca, University of Ottawa

Team Facilitator Training (SK): This training has been developed to support the development of team facilitators in Saskatchewan. Contact: www.health.gov.sk.ca/ph_br_phc.html
Primary health care is an approach to health delivery within the larger health care system. Changes in this approach to health delivery that involve gathering evidence, an increased focus on promotion, prevention and team-based practice (with the necessary shifts in roles agreed upon by the team), impact other aspects of the health care system. Therefore an understanding of how systems work and how they change is central to facilitating those changes. Facilitators, providers and leaders who are managing change processes must have an understanding of the larger picture in which they are working.

This chapter examines the nature of change within a system and its impact on the individuals involved. The facilitator’s role will be more clearly defined by exploring a model of behaviour change that has proven effective in Ontario’s Outreach Facilitation Project. A facilitator is in a unique position to be able to support the team and the organization in translating what they know into what they do.

Change Within a System

Champagne (2002) provides a review of the nature of organizational health care change. He suggests that the lack of sustained changes in the Canadian health care system – as it moves toward vertical integration of care – is a result of decision failures. This refers to the tendency not to make the decision to change or not to adopt a new practice that emerges out of a change. People do not always do what they know or have evidence to suggest is the right thing to do. In those cases, where the decision to change has been made, another form of failure – referred to as implementation failure – is sometimes found. The change is simply not implemented or its implementation is less than optimal.

As referenced in Chapter One, this document notes that one of the immediate needs for Canadian health care organizations is recognizing that change processes can be enhanced when there are people in the system whose job it is to support the processes that facilitate change. One of the suggested solutions is to re-define the roles of both the manager and
leader to include knowledge and application of facilitation skills. The importance of providing supports for large-scale system change cannot be overstated. It is key to successfully implementing primary health care. The role of facilitation in supporting these changes across the health care system is gaining recognition in Canada.

An important factor in rising above internal systemic inertia is the degree to which decision-making processes are tailored to their setting. This is the ideal role for a facilitated process. It allows for clear decision-making and change processes. These change processes are tailored to fit a particular environment and support the decisions as they are put into operation.

Change management is filled with perspectives and approaches on how best to understand the change process. Champagne identifies three key phases in the change process:
1. Process of making a decision;
2. Implementation of the decision; and
3. Abandonment of identified change (with or without a replacement).

Many problems arise in phases one and two that fall into one of two categories of resistance: either resisting the need to make a decision in the first place or resisting implementation of the decision by withholding sufficient support.

This could be a pivotal role for facilitation processes in supporting changes within systems. The less facilitated the change – the less built-in opportunities for input – the greater the potential for resistance to that change.

Theories on implementation of change explain the circumstances under which the implementation will be successful. Many of the current theories used in health care have been derived from either the field of health promotion – where they were developed to explain lifestyle changes – or from organizational and management sciences that explain how organizations behave and change. These are influenced by evolving characteristics of health care such as new procedures, technologies, clinical guidelines and care innovations. However, knowledge of the relative importance of these characteristics in the clinical setting is still limited.

Miller et al. (2002) offer a theoretical model derived from complexity theory. Data from participant observation field notes collected in 84 US practices were combined with information from the literature on practice organization. This was the basis for the development of a model that views health care practices as complex adaptive systems with a unique shape. The authors felt that this model of practice suggests ways of responding better to the changing and challenging environments of primary health care. They see the health care system as a “complex, dynamic and adaptive system that fluctuates between order and disorder.”
Individual Change

Individuals implement system change. Therefore the dynamics of individual change and basic guidelines for adult learning are key to successfully working through organizational change. Facilitators need to be aware of these factors.

There are many models that can provide an understanding of the change process. This Guide explores a model that has been effective in Ontario and Saskatchewan. This approach, which focuses on behavioural change, provides a simple set of rules to illustrate the role of the facilitator.36, 37, 38, 39

Trans-theoretical Model (TTM) — Stages of Change

The TTM model of Intentional Behaviour Change was developed to help explain how people change their behaviour when moving through systemic change processes. The main premise is that for people to adopt new behaviour or to stop old/unhealthy behaviour they must use strategies that unfold over time and lead to new behaviour patterns. As people progress toward changing behaviour, their readiness for change increases as the pros for change begins to outweigh the cons. This is the point at which there is a move toward action. If the cons outweigh the pros there is prolonged resistance.39

TTM looks at change in stages. It can be widely applied to changes at the individual or community level as well as at the organizational level such as a PHC team. Although described in a linear fashion, the changes are more fluid than linear. People move back and forth through the stages. However, they rarely return to the same point in the process. With each cycle, the desired behaviour becomes more of a reality (e.g. most people stop smoking tobacco 7-10 times before they quit).

Changing behaviour is a process, not an outcome.40

Pre-contemplation: In the early stages of change, resistance is often made worse by lack of information, by fear of failure or by a sense of being overwhelmed by barriers. Encouragement and information build small successes to help overcome the resistance of, “Why bother?” or, “Why try again?” This attitude might be attributed to a lack of recognition of the need for change.

Contemplation: Individuals become more open to change and information about its benefits. While they have yet to commit, they are curious about possible benefits. People may be ambivalent and at risk for getting stuck rather than moving into the change.

Preparation: This is an active planning stage that is marked by small steps with observable results. Individuals become increasingly ready for change.

Action: This stage requires commitment and energy on the part of individuals, teams, communities and organizations to engage in making the transition to the desired behaviours.
**Maintenance:** In this stage the challenge comes from supporting new behaviours and working with the barriers that may cause relapse.

**Termination:** Individuals at this stage have successfully changed their behaviour. The focus shifts from preventing a relapse to maintenance as the individual has developed confidence that the behaviour can be maintained even in high-risk situations.

Facilitated action that embraces these stages of change provides a practical approach that can be applied to the change process for individuals, communities and organizations. This approach also provides a framework for assessing, planning, implementing and evaluating the changes. Facilitation can create a map, informed by many perspectives, to guide leaders as they move through the stages of change.41

The timing and movement through the stages needs to be tailored to the organization, team, practice, community or individual. The facilitator as change agent must understand how the team or work environment functions before initiating change processes. Important aspects of the facilitator’s work include discussing strengths and areas for improvement and providing support in prioritizing goals and setting specific objectives. This is accomplished by:

- Identifying strengths and barriers;
- Assessing the pros and cons of changing a specific behaviour; and
- Fostering commitment to agreed changes.

### How Facilitation Supports the Stages of Change

Facilitators and/or facilitation processes can play a key role here by enhancing and sharing relevant information and by creating opportunities for input. Below is an exploration of how facilitation could support each of the stages of change.

**Pre-contemplation:** A facilitator can be particularly helpful in this stage as team/practice members begin to define the process to be followed for the people who will be impacted. A facilitator can offer necessary information, encouragement and help to sort through and prepare for the potential challenges and opportunities.

**Contemplation:** A key role for the facilitator is to encourage discussion, understanding and planning for the necessary changes and to identify the supports required to move forward. At this stage of change Champagne’s32 observations seem relevant:

- Despite a clear consensus that change is needed, there is no guarantee that change will occur; and
- Without the assistance of an external party, such as a facilitator, there is a high risk of getting stuck in this stage.

Defining and supporting a clear process for the change allows people to become involved and to influence the path. As they articulate a clearer vision of the path, team members...
gain comfort with the process and gain trust in the facilitator — whether manager, provider or a dedicated person.

**Preparation:** In this phase the facilitator creates opportunities for input. There is a positive correlation between the degree to which participants in change are clearly informed of what is to come, and the movement towards change. This progress is encouraged by ongoing input and feedback. Often the facilitator plays a key role in keeping the change process at a pace that includes everyone and ensures ongoing feedback from all participants.

**Action:** This stage requires commitment and energy for the new behaviour to become a reality. Continued reinforcement and support is necessary for sustainable changes — a key role for a facilitator. Processes that provide ongoing feedback on the changes that have occurred, such as reminder systems and the Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycle, can be invaluable tools in this phase of the change. The facilitator is often the guide for the process of sharing feedback, but the data and experiences of the team members provide the direction for the change.

**Maintenance:** The challenge at this stage is sustaining the new behaviour and acknowledging that re-cycling through the stages of change is normal when striving for a sustainable behaviour. The presence of a facilitator, whose focus is on building capacity along the way, can greatly increase the team’s ability to maintain the changes.

**Termination:** At this stage the facilitator’s role becomes less important as the individual/team has sustained the desired behaviour change over time and in the face of challenging circumstances. The facilitator will likely shift their focus to supporting the development of this individual/team capacity by encouraging shared learning and coaching among team members.

---

**Facilitating the Adoption of an Innovation/Change**

The rate of adoption of a change is defined as the relative speed with which members of a social system adopt an innovation. The rate of change is also dependent upon individual and organizational characteristics. However, in large part, adoption is related to channels of communication. Individuals and organizations are often categorized according to their ability to make change effectively and efficiently. Rogers (2003) identified these categories as innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. They are defined as follows:

**Innovators**

These are the pioneers. Their qualities often lead them out of the local systems and into more cosmopolitan, dynamic
systems. They have the ability to understand and apply complex technical knowledge, to cope with a high degree of uncertainty, to accept setbacks and they are prepared to play a gate-keeping role in the flow of new ideas into a system.

**Early Adopters**
These participants are often a more integrated part of the local systems and are often seen as opinion leaders. The early adopter is often seen by their peers as the individual to check with. They are the embodiment of success. Their early adoption of the innovation decreases the uncertainty for those who follow.

**The Early Majority**
Those with deliberate willingness to adopt change but who seldom take the lead are included in this group. They provide the connection between early and late adoption.

**The Late Majority**
This group is the most skeptical. Adoption is often an economic necessity and comes after most of the uncertainty about a new idea has been removed.

**Laggards/resistors**
People in this category tend to be the traditionalists who maintain the status quo. Frequently within systems, a great deal of energy is spent trying to get the laggards/resistors to change. The time and energy of agents/facilitators may be better spent with the early adopters and early majority. They are the ones that integrate change into the local systems.

One of the main roles of a change agent/facilitator is to make change possible and, in so doing, to build on the strengths of the individuals, teams, communities and organizations. A regular review of successes and areas for improvement will help to ensure that the change process is evolving towards the desired outcome.

**Managing the Facilitator’s Role**
Change is never easy, but it is always present. Most people want to know where they are going, why they are moving in that direction and how they will get to the desired destination. For facilitators this is the information that must be shared by supporting communication processes that answer these basic needs. Understanding the elements of change helps facilitators to:

- Make the desired change possible;
- Build on the strengths of individuals and organizations;
- Build individual and organizational capacity; and
- Reach the desired outcomes.

Seven roles of a change agent/facilitator have been identified by E.M. Rogers (2003). These are:
1. To develop a need for change through the identification of alternative solutions to existing challenges and opportunities;
2. To establish an opportunity for mutual learning through the development of relationships with individuals and organizations built upon trust, credibility, competence and empathy;
3. To analyze existing challenges and opportunities and to identify alternative solutions that would build upon the strengths of the individuals and the organizations;
4. To create an interest for making the desired change while keeping in mind the desired outcomes;
5. To translate a desired change into action through working with opinion leaders (early adopters) and peers;
6. To stabilize adoption and prevent discontinuance by reinforcing the desired behaviour and outcomes; and
7. To help those who have achieved the desired outcomes to develop the skills and tools required by a change agent/facilitator; thus, building capacity within individuals and organizations to further assist with the never-ending change within systems and specifically within primary health care.
Facilitators need to ensure that the tasks they ask of others, as part of the change process, are practical and relevant. Adults share certain expectations of learning experiences. Facilitators must address these expectations using the basic principles of adult learning when working with individuals, teams, communities or organizations.

The application of theory to practice can be challenging when integrated with the promotion of health and well being. The concepts of this model—especially the stages of change—can be used as a framework for planning, developing, implementing and evaluating the change process in the facilitated intervention.

The concept of readiness to change is not only useful for understanding research and change processes, but can also be used practically in the facilitation process to influence behaviour changes and to guide intervention strategies.

**Facilitation Resources**


- **Primary Health Care Lens** (MB): This easy-to-use tool encourages reflection on the degree to which PHC is integrated into our work. It has been used with communities and staff as a means to evaluate existing programs and design new ones so that they are aligned with the principles of PHC. Contact: bkozak@arha.ca, Assiniboine Regional Health Authority.

- **Provincial Advisory Council** (NL): This council was set up to oversee the process of PHC in the province and to advise the minister, Department of Health and Community Services, on the development and implementation of the Provincial PHC Framework to ensure the work of the Office of PHC is consistent with the principles and objectives outlined in the 2003 Provincial Framework document. The council is chaired by an independent chair appointed by the minister, and meetings are at the call of the chair or bi-annually. The council consists of representatives from across a variety of disciplines and sectors. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

- **Move to PHC** (MB): The NOR-MAN RHA has facilitated a PHC change process focused on building capacity, encouraging collaboration, working within a common vision and using communication processes to validate change. By providing a clear, collective and individual understanding of PHC concepts imperative to success, this process changed the way NOR-MAN RHA operates. Contact: mgray@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.
**PHC Project Management Teams** (NL): All PHC team areas in the province have set up project management teams (PMT) to support and guide the local change process within the provincial framework. Although PMTs have emerged at different points along the change process, these teams facilitate the organizational change process by linking groups, making decisions and changing policy and procedures that would otherwise limit PHC renewal and integration. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Change Management Workshop** (MB): It is crucial to recognize that staff members are at different points in the change cycle. As part of their move-to-PHC plan, NOR/MAN RHA, staff collaborated to offer a session to assist staff with the change process. Contact: mgray@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.

**One Window Approach** (MB): This tool was developed to provide a continuum of service among service providers (within the health care system and with community partners). It is both a tool and a process to assess current programs and create a plan for action to make necessary improvements in: collaborative work, information sharing and referrals, aligning resources, capacity building, assessment, tracking, monitoring and evaluation and communication and connections. Contact: bkozak@arha.ca, Assiniboine Regional Health Authority.

**Provincial PHC Framework** (NL): This consultation process was used in the province to develop a provincial framework document. Through a process of broad and inter-sectoral consultation with provincial stakeholders, a document was generated that reflected the contributions of many perspectives. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Health Quality Council Collaborative (HQCC)** (SK) Borrowing from the British Columbia model, the HQCC in Saskatchewan has played a lead role in implementing a collaborative focus on chronic heart disease, diabetes and access. The HQCC takes a learn-by-doing approach, supports the use of best evidence and brings a range of practitioners together to share knowledge and test improvement of ideas. Contact: www.hcq.sk.ca

**Working Groups** (NL): This network of working groups was made up of representatives from each of the team areas, professional groups and professional associations. These working groups were established for each key feature of the provincial PHC framework. They were tasked with supporting planning, implementation and evaluation of all associated activities and to provide opportunities for information sharing and managing challenges. They also supported the development of provincial policies, guidelines and/or standards. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
Chapter 4

By Vivian R. Ramsden, Heather White

Evidence-based Planning

Sound decisions require sound evidence. Evidence-based planning is essential in health care delivery. Decisions, service delivery and programs need to be grounded in sound data and evidence. This approach moves practitioners toward the ongoing identification and revision of evidence-informed practices as they respond to Canadians’ health needs in a PHC setting. Therefore it is essential to understand the nature of evidence – the methods of gathering evidence and the implications for the evidence gathered.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the nature of evidence and moves through a discussion of qualitative and quantitative approaches to gathering necessary data about interventions. This discussion includes an exploration of the challenges for measuring facilitation practices. It also looks at the importance of balancing qualitative and quantitative approaches as a means of capturing the subtlety of complex processes. A final section on the Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) model provides a practical tool for ensuring that the evidence is continually integrated into ongoing activities in primary health care.

Nature of Evidence

Research and evaluation of interventions for health care improvement have historically been based on quantitative indicators/measures of health outcomes. This has also been the basis of most of the research on the efficacy of the facilitation model. However, to capture evidence on the effectiveness and the nuances of facilitated interventions, it is necessary to look beyond traditional quantitative approaches.
Participatory methods, when integrated with action research, invite the participants (whether providers, policy makers, managers or community members) to engage in planning and gathering relevant data to inform ongoing changes. This enhances the degree of engagement between theory/research and practice. It also increases the likelihood that the knowledge generated will be incorporated into ongoing practice.

Action research frequently uses a combination of quantitative and qualitative methodologies. It has been viewed as a form of research in which the researchers work explicitly with and for individuals rather than on them. Rather than studying research subjects, the researchers become facilitators in the research process and engage and collaborate with those involved.

The strength of action research is that it focuses on generating solutions to practical problems. Action research empowers individuals, health care practitioners, teams and organizations to collaborate in identifying and finding these solutions. This practical interface in action research is known as praxis — the point where theory meets practice.

The need for sound theoretical and research methods that can be used for and with facilitation is growing. And with this growth, there is an emerging need to choose methodologies that measure change over time — the heart of facilitated interventions. The integration of quantitative and qualitative approaches allows for the capture of a wider range of measurable changes and their evolution.

**Qualitative and Quantitative Methods**

The central purpose of qualitative inquiry is to understand from the perspective of the individual. Process and meanings of events, rather than the outcomes or products, are often the primary concern. Data is collected from in-depth, open-ended interviews, direct observation and written documents. The data from these interviews, observations and documents are often organized into major themes or categories through a process known as content analysis. However, there are numerous other methods of qualitative analysis.

Qualitative inquiry often results in hypotheses and grounded theories derived from the data gathered. This is contrary to the quantitative methods that begin with and test a hypothesis. Researchers, who often have a strong adherence to one approach over the other, have long debated the merits of quantitative and qualitative evaluation and research methods.

Proponents of quantitative research view quantitative inquiry as objective because the data is systematically gathered and quantified using sound scientific methods. These same proponents may see qualitative inquiry as subjective because the researcher is the instrument of both data collection and data interpretation. However, most credible researchers and theorists in PHC agree that it is highly unlikely, if not impossible, to attain in practice a truly value-free, objective evaluation without taking into account the social nature of the research.
In conducting any research or evaluation project, the focus should be on the degree of credibility of the evaluation rather than on the debate. The quality of the evaluation is determined by the training and expertise of the researcher, techniques and methods employed in gathering and analyzing the data, issues of validity and reliability and triangulation of data sources/methods/analysts.46

It is surprising that so much time and effort is consumed by both theorists and researchers in highlighting the faults and weaknesses of each approach; each approach serves fundamentally different purposes:

• When researchers are looking for a cause-and-effect relationship between an intervention and an outcome, quantitative approaches would be most appropriate. Findings from this type of study can often be generalized to a larger sub-group or population. This type of inquiry begins with a hypothesis, involves manipulation and control of variables and reduces the data to numeric indices for statistical manipulation.

• When researchers are looking to understand process factors, individual experiences or to monitor the quality of change, qualitative approaches can provide a wealth of relevant data.

Although the two approaches are often viewed as competitive they can more appropriately be considered complementary. For example, a randomized, controlled trial would be the appropriate method to test the effects of a new medical treatment and qualitative methods could help to better understand why some patients choose not to adhere to the prescribed treatment. In evaluation research, using different methods to study the same program is referred to as methods triangulation. By combining both methods, researchers can hope to minimize the intrinsic bias that comes from any single method.46

Balancing Research Methods in the Study of Facilitation

Since the key to effective facilitation is flexibility, then meeting the needs of individuals, teams and/or communities conjointly becomes critical to successful outcomes. Facilitation can be defined as the provision of opportunities, resources, encouragement and support for individuals, teams and organizations to succeed in achieving objectives. This is generally achieved by empowering the team to take control and responsibility for the decisions and activities that shape their direction.47

As discussed, quantitative and qualitative research methods have different philosophical premises, purposes and sources of knowledge that must be understood, respected and maintained. This is essential if the research and/or evaluation are to be credible and provide sound outcomes.48 To effectively accumulate evidence that informs the use of facilitation, it is critical that practitioners make sound decisions about the methods to be used. This will enable them to assess the strengths and opportunities for change that will result from integrating facilitation into practice.
To ensure that the data being collected reflects facilitated outcomes, securing and working with reliable data is essential. Therefore, when choosing qualitative research methods rigor must be built in. Rigor demonstrates that the findings and interpretations are credible or demonstrate truth from the perspective of the individual.48, 49

Lincoln and Guba (1985) outlined the similarities and differences of rigor between qualitative and quantitative methods. This can be seen in the table below.

Strategies that strengthen the rigor of qualitative research include spending time with the participants, engaging in reflective practice and documenting reflections from the perspective of individuals, teams and organizations.48 The use of multiple sources of data, or triangulation, is key to building rigor into research methods.

Research practice needs to be visible and accountable; thus, ethics is also an integral part of rigor. Davies and Dodd (2002)49 indicated that such words as attentiveness, empathy, carefulness, sensitivity, respect, reflection, conscientiousness, engagement, awareness and openness demonstrate attention to the ethical aspects of rigor.

Facilitators need to have a solid understanding of the variety of methods of data collection and their implications. This knowledge can inform interventions or build capacity in the teams and communities to continue engaging in evidence-based planning. The integration of an evidence-based practice into ongoing change and improvement efforts demands that facilitators of this change be well versed in the nuances of methods used for research and evaluation.

**Table 4: Differences of Rigor Between Qualitative and Quantitative Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUALITATIVE</th>
<th>QUANTITATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>Internal validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>External validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformability</td>
<td>Objectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Translating Knowledge into Practice**

The challenge for maintaining an evidence-based approach to facilitation and health care delivery is in recognizing and bridging the gap between guidelines (what ought to be) and practice (what is). Evidence-based guidelines are not self-implementing. Programs to address physician knowledge alone — such as continuing medical education and dissemination of guidelines — are insufficient to change practice behaviour.26 To facilitate larger systemic changes in health delivery, it is necessary to influence practice patterns.20

Evidence that supports guidelines provides the practitioner with proof that specific screening or treatment is effective. It is these evidence-based guidelines that are used in facilitating primary health care interventions. They impact practice patterns by improving awareness and by guiding the planning for implementation of systematic change.
Quality improvement efforts close the gaps between research and practice by serving as a bridge between intended changes and practical outcomes. Most often however, the changes proceed on intuition and anecdotal accounts regarding strategies.

Quality improvement efforts proceed largely on presumptions about what practitioners need and on untested assumptions about effective means for addressing and communicating these improvements. This is in direct contrast to the evidence-based paradigm. More recently researchers have begun to focus on identifying barriers to evidence-based care and ways to address them. To do this they are using knowledge translation and implementation research concepts. These tools help researchers to capture the idea that the nature of a given clinical process, and the best way to implement that process, require different research approaches.

Harvey (2005) refers to the term knowledge translation exchange (KTE) as reflecting the process of “different perspectives, knowledge and experience exchanging ideas and information for mutual benefit.” Knowledge translation exchange can be defined as:

"the exchange, synthesis and ethically sound application of knowledge – within a complex system of interactions among researchers and users – to accelerate the capture of the benefits of research… through improved health, more effective services and products, and a strengthened health care system.”

Harvey (2005) refers to the term knowledge translation exchange (KTE) as reflecting the process of “different perspectives, knowledge and experience exchanging ideas and information for mutual benefit.” Knowledge translation exchange can be defined as:

The assumption is that knowledge is socially constructed. The social processes, which occur within and between groups of people, facilitate knowledge creation and practical use. The facilitator’s role in this process becomes one of facilitating this exchange.

Evidence-based guidelines are not self-implementing.
Facilitators translate data into meaningful information for the team. Through facilitated processes, this data becomes practitioner-generated knowledge. This knowledge, as integrated evidence, is more likely to guide practice. Facilitators manage this integration by working collaboratively with the PHC team to create opportunities to share information, allow input and empower team members to make the necessary changes.

**The PDSA Cycle**

The PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Act) cycle is a process of implementing rapid, cyclical testing for evidence-based planning. This model is taken from quality improvement science methodology and is currently used within several Canadian contexts. This approach to managing evidence within change processes starts with a hypothesis on how best to manage change or to initiate change in order to make improvements. Once the goal or hypothesis is defined in a measurable way (Plan), data is collected over time (Do), and reviews of that data (Study) determine direction (Act).

The initial step in this process is to know the answers to the following questions:

1. What are we trying to accomplish?
2. How will we know that a change is an improvement?
3. What changes can we make that will result in improvement?

Once the relevant team members have explored the answers to questions, the team determines its measurable goals and plans specific measurable actions to achieve them. At the Planning phase, objectives are defined, predictions made and a plan developed that includes data collection and implementation. In the Do phase, the plan is carried out and a narrative summary of events created.

The Study phase includes a review of the narrative summary; analysis of the measures or targets identified; and an assessment of the available data to determine to what degree objectives of the plan were met. This phase also yields information regarding what worked well and what now needs to change.

The Act phase refers to the need to begin another planning cycle by adopting the measure or recycling with a new plan. If the research confirms the hypothesis then another cycle is planned to test the results on a larger scale or under different conditions. If the hypothesis is proven incorrect, then it's necessary to pose a new or revised hypothesis for testing, to devise a new plan and to run through the PDSA cycle again. Sharing the successes and failures of PDSAs to promote enhanced care is a powerful means for team learning.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role

The challenge of influencing systemic changes becomes one of empowering frontline staff to engage and of finding ways to support knowledge transfer using evidence to promote and change behaviour. The facilitator who understands evidence-based guidelines and research methodologies can tailor the tools that will be used. This allows the practice, team or organization to transition through the change process using their resources as they build their capacity for change.

The PHC facilitator may need to be knowledgeable of relevant evidence-based guidelines. For example, medical practice management provides an in-depth understanding of how PHC practices function, taking into account the roles of the practice/team members, the protocols used and the remuneration that might influence their motivation for change in targeted areas. This background helps the facilitator to understand attitudes of individuals who challenge organizational structures and to appreciate the inertia and pressures of an evolving hierarchy.

Knowledge of evidence-based medicine can assist the facilitator in discussions on best practices with team members. Evidence-based guidelines can then focus on a tailored improvement strategy in target areas – especially if those guidelines are paired with a performance feedback mechanism. The use of facilitators as the catalyst in the change process allows the practices to adjust and adapt to changes and to disseminate strategies that have worked.

Multiple skills are required by the facilitator to assist providers and teams to sort through individual and system changes. Among these skills are knowledge of the theories and models of change for the individual, group, community and organization and the ability to function as a knowledge broker. Knowledge translation can be used to promote discussion and consensus that support practice/team change. However, in order for the knowledge transfer to occur, it must be relevant in the context of the practice setting.

Herein rests the strength and the challenge of facilitated change processes. Sharing and encouraging the sharing of information among colleagues is critical; however, in addition to this, new forms of knowledge/evidence need to be built that correlate with the new forms of work that emerge from this new model of care being incorporated into daily practice.

There is a delicate balance that must be maintained. The basic principles of adult learning must inform the process of building knowledge and capacity among all participants in the change (providers, leaders, community members). If facilitators are to teach, they must be willing to learn what this knowledge is that is being brought forward. Once informed, facilitators can build new forms of understanding and ways of working that integrate, rather than dismiss, the many perspectives that inform the change process.
Facilitation Resources

**PDSA Tools** (BC, SK, YK and NL): The model for improvement provides a framework for developing, testing and implementing changes to the way things are done that will lead to improvement. The model for improvement consists of two parts of equal importance: the Thinking Part and the Doing Part. The first asks three fundamental questions that are essential for guiding improvement work. The second part is the PDSA cycle that can help implement rapid change. For additional information, visit www.hqc.sk.ca or http://www.hqc.sk.ca, or dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services, NL or Lucienne.Wright@gov.yk.ca, Health and Social Services, Yukon Government.

**Chart Review and Feedback** (ON): Chart Review is a snapshot of practice behaviour. It is used as a motivational technique to move through the stages of change and improve preventive health care. The data collected provides feedback to individual practices and compares each practice’s result to the overall average. A mini-review provides intermittent feedback. Contact: facilitation@scohs.on.ca or jschultz@uottawa.ca, University of Ottawa.

**Community Accounts** (NL): This is the first centralized Internet-based data retrieval and exchange system in Canada. It offers unrestricted access to view and analyze detailed hierarchical data down to community level. This system provides a comprehensive source of key social and economic indicators and creates community awareness of the factors that describe the well being of people and how their community compares to other communities. For information, visit: www.communityaccounts.ca or Contact dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Tailored Reminder Systems** (ON): The outreach facilitator and practice staff review the practice operations. Together they develop a reminder system that is tailored to the operation of the practice. Facilitation supports the staff in developing and integrating chosen systemic changes. This process uses the practice resources to initiate and sustain change. Contact: facilitation@scohs.on.ca or jschultz@uottawa.ca, University of Ottawa.

**Team Effectiveness and Scope of Practice Tool (TET-SOP)** (NL and SK): The team effectiveness tool (TET) was developed by Saskatchewan to assess key elements of the PHC team including purpose and vision, roles, communication, service delivery, team support and partnerships. It allows teams to periodically assess progress. Contact: www.health.gov.sk.ca/ps_phs_teamdev.pdf
This tool was later adapted by NL and expanded to measure provider attitudes in relation to team member roles and functions, standards of practice, co-ordination of services and personal satisfaction in relation to scope of practice in their practice setting. NL’s adaptation also integrated the instrument developed by Bronstein56 to measure scope of practice. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Role of Evaluation in PHC Renewal** (NL): The central focus for the reform in Newfoundland and Labrador is a team-based, interdisciplinary approach to service delivery. Eight areas have been funded to implement changes in this area. External consultants have developed an evaluation plan for each site that takes a formative approach to assess whether or not the projects are achieving their objectives using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative collection methods. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Program Planning and Evaluation Skill-building Process** (NL): Team area representatives attended a two-day evaluation-skills enhancement workshop, delivered by the provincial evaluation team. Topics included logic models and evaluation methods with a take home resource document. Through ongoing support and training, the PHC areas will build skills to assist in sustaining evaluation efforts after the PHC transition funding has ended. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Client/Patient Satisfaction Tool** (NL): The evaluation consultants developed this questionnaire with support from Office of Primary Health Care. The tool was designed to examine the client/patient experience as one means of accessing health and social services in the region. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Quality Scorecard** (MB): NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority’s (NRHA) quality scorecard is an adaptation of the balanced scorecard developed by Kaplan and Norton. It is the corporate report card to detail how their health system is doing and provide a vehicle for the board, management and staff to monitor health system performance based on strategic plan priorities. Contact: scrockett@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.
**Proposal Development Process** (NL): The Office of PHC (OPHC) developed a PHC renewal proposal template process (complete with financial and consultation support from the OPHC) for RHAs submitting requests for PHC transition funding. The template was informed by relevant evidence and included information on: demographics; team area profiles; challenges/solutions; an implementation and financial plan; and a monitoring and evaluation component. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Getting Started in Program Planning & Evaluation** (NL, on behalf of BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks and covers the following content areas: steps in program planning; creating a program profile; strategies for achieving program outcomes; creating a program planning model; action planning; steps in program evaluation; and creating a basic evaluation framework. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health.
The fifth recommendation of the Declaration of Alma-Ata states that primary health care should include at the very least:

- Education about the health concerns in any given community and the methods of identifying, preventing and controlling them; and

Alma-Ata also stated that the ways of addressing these elements of primary health would vary from community to community (WHO and Unicef, 1978).

To develop, implement and evaluate health promotion and disease prevention programs the health concerns of the community must first be identified. Epidemiology provides the building blocks for addressing the health concerns of the community because its goal is improving the health of populations by identifying the health concerns of the community.

This chapter begins with a brief look at the links between epidemiology and health promotion. This leads into an exploration of the building blocks required in developing, implementing and evaluating health promotion and disease prevention strategies. Also discussed here are the challenges of integrating health promotion and preventive practices into PHC settings.

**Epidemiology**

Epidemiology refers to the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related conditions or events in specified populations. The term also refers to the application of this study to the control of health problems. Its focus is on identifying the source of illness within the social context, determining the specific behaviours and events that contribute to the presence of particular illnesses.
and developing strategies that alter the precipitating factors that lead to such illness. Prevention must begin at the root of the health issue in order to prevent or reduce further occurrences.

Injury, chronic illness, infectious diseases, acute trauma and other health problems significantly impact the population. Therefore, population-based prevention and clinical or individually based strategies are warranted. Public health and PHC settings offer excellent opportunities for incorporating prevention into practice.

The factors leading to health problems are complex and include behavioural, socio-economic, cultural and other influences. Population health and clinical preventive strategies provide frameworks for applying health promotion and disease prevention programs appropriately to these complex factors. However, the determinants of health and the impact of their interactions must also be considered in the process.

**Health Promotion**

Health promotion fosters positive and productive health behaviours and lifestyles by facilitating the development of supportive environments and the integration of concepts and activities. Health promotion is an inclusive, dynamic process that seeks to empower all people and groups in various social contexts. It does this by increasing the learning capacity of individuals. Health promotion emphasizes adaptive, sustainable activity and tends to focus on five main strategies:

1. Build healthy public policy;
2. Create supportive environments;
3. Strengthen community action;
4. Develop personal skills; and
5. Re-orient health services.

Facilitators of health promotion consider these needs of individuals and communities within the context of their environments. They increase the latter's capacity by examining how the determinants of health directly impact health behaviours. This diagram, taken from a Health Canada website, reflects the role of evidence and collaboration in influencing promotion activity.

The key to successful health promotion is to work with all relevant parties to create a variety of strategies that are based on sound evidence. These can be monitored for effectiveness in reflecting the strategy's efficacy in preventing targeted illness.
Upstream Versus Downstream

This popular health promotion analogy describes a story of two towns along the same river. The upstream town begins to dump toxic materials in the river and as a result the downstream town is affected. The issue becomes one of how the downstream town can best respond to the situation.65

A downstream approach would be to deal with the health effects of the pollution through appropriate treatments (secondary and tertiary prevention). An upstream approach would mean working with the upstream community to reduce the pollution; that is, to deal with the problem at its source (primary prevention). Upstream interventions are intended to help people maintain or improve their health before it is compromised and to focus on wider influences on health inequalities as highlighted in the determinants of health.12

Prevention within PHC settings tends to focus on upstream strategies. Identifying the sources for the illness becomes equally important to managing the illness once it has been manifested. To do this many of the elements of PHC mentioned in Chapter One form the basis on which prevention strategies are built. Inter-professional teams, inter-sectoral collaboration and community engagement are all important ways of enhancing upstream practice.

The Nature of Prevention

Before proceeding, it is helpful to briefly explain the three levels of prevention.66

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5: The Three Levels of Prevention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Prevention</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Aim**  
  to prevent the occurrence of disease.  |
| **Activity**  
  aimed at reducing factors leading to health problems and includes:  
  • Immunization  
  • Reducing exposure to risk factors  
  • Facilitating the modification of lifestyles. |
| **Secondary Prevention**                |
| **Aim**  
  to identify asymptomatic individuals with early stage disease. |
| **Activity**  
  focus on early identification promises significantly better response to treatment than in those who first present with symptoms. |
| **Tertiary Prevention**                 |
| **Aim**  
  targets individuals who already have the disease.67 |
| **Activity**  
  • Prevent damage and pain from the disease  
  • Slow down the disease  
  • Prevent other complications  
  • Improve care to affected people and overall health  
  • Help people with disease to do what they used to do. |

Although focused attention at all levels of prevention is crucial to integrating prevention strategies into the PHC renewal processes, this chapter will focus at the level of primary health care. Facilitating changes in awareness regarding the levels of prevention, as well as translating this into practice, often falls into the domain of those who facilitate change.

Physicians play an extremely important role in integrating prevention into practice within PHC settings. Physicians are perceived by the public as a reliable and credible source of health information. Thus physicians need to take advantage of the teachable moment when clients/patients are concerned about their health.62
Continuum of Care

Manitoba’s continuum-of-care model organizes the integration of a comprehensive, person-centred approach to health services. The promotion and prevention components of this model illustrate the upstream approach described above. Although there other ways of framing the work, this continuum is useful for highlighting the contributions that different health care teams and professional groups make at various points in the care process. It also highlights that the collective efforts of all aspects of the health system are needed for an integrated approach to health care.

Although the PHC facilitator is likely to focus her or his efforts and attention at the first two levels of care to ensure a sufficient upstream approach, the facilitator needs to understand how each level of care functions and interfaces with the others. This is necessary to effectively support team and organizational changes that bridge the gap between where prevention is today and where it needs to be.

Hancock (2004) highlighted three main challenges for implementing clinical prevention in British Columbia and encourages consideration of these for future planning within primary health care. These are:

1. Finding a local champion;
2. Finding ways to institutionalize the process of prevention; and
3. Acknowledging the importance of external resources such as facilitators.

In order to improve prevention screening there has to be a clear indication for doing so. As a result, facilitators need to understand what interventions can be recommended based on current evidence. The presence of a neutral third party, whose role it is to assist with the process of assessment and integration, may provide awareness and necessary additional practice and/or team support.

A solid reference point for the practice/team to establish future performance goals is essential. This reference point can result from engaging in reflective practice or clinical debriefing, which includes considering individual preventive practice performance and making a comparison with a peer group. Such an approach can assist with the integration of evidence-based guidelines. These guidelines reinforce best practices in prevention and they bridge the gaps in practice between what needs to occur to promote prevention and what is actually being done. Hancock (2004) highlights the need for a facilitator to bridge this gap between knowledge and practice.

### Diagram 2: A Continuum-of-care Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promotion</th>
<th>Prevention</th>
<th>Treatment Intervention</th>
<th>Restorative Rehabilitative</th>
<th>Supportive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enables people to increase control over, and to improve their health.</td>
<td>Prevents the occurrence and arrests the progress of disease.</td>
<td>Addresses illness/disease processes once activated.</td>
<td>Assists in the return to optimal functioning where abilities have been temporarily or permanently impaired or diminished as a result of illness/disease.</td>
<td>Provides assistance where functional abilities are impaired due to illness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Winnipeg Regional Health Authority, 2003
Managing the Facilitator’s Role

Many PHC practices/teams do not use or have efficient office/practice/team systems to enhance the delivery of recommended preventive screening techniques to the populations they serve. Facilitation is a means to operationalize plans for change. It provides support, guidance and structure for the PHC team members to make the changes needed — while they continue to focus on the delivery of necessary care.

Facilitation can and has played a key role in assisting with the integration of prevention strategies into primary health care. It encourages discussion and input from the practice/team to reach a consensus on defining and targeting improved prevention screening. The result is a systematic organized approach which can ensure the delivery of timely and efficient prevention services. The facilitator may also contact other care agencies on behalf of the practice to expand the practice’s knowledge of available community resources and to improve the delivery of care.

Such a process identifies which team member should be involved, where in the process they interact and how consistent reporting/recording will be structured. If this is to be effective, the facilitator needs to be supported by a champion in the practice, on the team or within the organization.

Facilitation Resources

Preventive Health Care (ON): Outreach facilitation has employed up to 53 prevention screening manoeuvres based on Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care, regarded as the gold standard for preventive performance. Family practices receive a confidential review outlining their prevention care. Evidence-based prevention data is reviewed and discussed. A consensus-building and planning process leads to the formulation and integration of tailored chart reminder and retrieval systems. See Prevention Flow Sheet Examples and www.ctfphc.org

Moving for Health (NL): This program, developed by Eastern Health and Community Services and Heart Health Network, targets the community role to increase adult participation in daily physical activity. Initiated in 1995 by a community volunteer working with older adults, this program as been adopted provincially. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services

Prevention Flow sheet (MB and BC): An electronic flow sheet was developed which contained selected recommended manoeuvres from the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care for patients aged 50-70 years. The flow sheet is part of a physician-based chronic disease collaborative process and was developed for the MOH web-based toolkit. Visit: www.CTFHC.org
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention (ON): This resource will assist inter-professional PHC teams in health promotion and disease prevention. Visit: http://www.health.gov.on.ca/transformation/fht/guides/fht_health_promotion2.pdf

Snowmobile Awareness Initiative (NL): In the aftermath of a series of snowmobile accidents, one of which was fatal, an outcry from the community resulted in a brainstorming session to develop prevention strategies (education for parents, education for youth, and issues around legislation). Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

P.A.R.T.Y (Prevent Alcohol and Risk-related Trauma in Youth) (MB): P.A.R.T.Y. is designed to promote injury prevention through reality education for youth aged 14 - 19 years. It is designed to help them recognize risk and make informed choices about activities and behaviours. The day-long workshop includes a mock car crash, emergency room visit and presentations from survivors, emergency services and therapies. For program information, visit www.mts/~mbia or www.partyprogram.com

FASD Diagnostic Services (NL): Regional FASD Management Team (including Health, Education and Labrador aboriginal groups) spearheaded a coordinated effort to create an FASD diagnostic service. The Motherisk guide to diagnosing FASD was used in conjunction with guidelines found in the Canadian Medical Association Journal - FASD: Canadian Guidelines for Diagnosis. Plans are in place to ensure that ongoing diagnostic services are available. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

Healthy Eating Habits Initiative (MB): A community initiative to raise eating-habit awareness began with a multi-sector group discussing the issue of diabetes, reviewing data, identifying strategies and options and defining next steps. Contact: mgray@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.

Circle of Health (COH) Health Promotion Framework (NL): The Province’s COH is based on a health promotion framework developed by PEI in 1996. It served as the foundation of the provincial training workshop offered in October 2005. Three of the BBTI modules “Facilitating Adult Learning”, “Understanding PHC” and “Working with Communities” were training perquisites. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

Physical Activity Promotion (MB): Parkland Physical Activity Coalition core group developed a mission, vision and goals consistent with the Manitoba Physical Activity Action Plan, and invited regional stakeholders to a workshop to discuss roles. This coalition-building process brought together a diverse group of stakeholders with a
common goal of promoting physical activity. Materials are based on Human Resource Development Canada’s model. Contact: fjeffries@prha.mb.ca, Parkland Regional Health Authority.

**HEAL (Healthy Eating and Active Living) (BC):** HEAL is a non-profit society that supports a health promotion network focused on healthy communities and healthy eating/physical activity. Its primary focus is to give a voice to northern citizens so that they can become active and engaged in their own health. Contact: alice.domes@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

**Cervical Screening (NL):** To respond to the high rates of cervical cancer in the province, providers embarked on the development of an organized screening program. This work began with provincial data and was launched in Western, Central, Grenfell and Labrador in 2003. Currently there are coordinators and resources are dispersed provincially. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**5A’s Program of Brief Interventions (BC):** An identified need for a common approach to lifestyle change issues for clients with chronic diseases and for brief interventions in acute care, resulted in the development of a tool for self management within chronic disease prevention and management. This tool was presented to managers through a train-the-trainer program. Contact: alice.domes@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

**Injury Prevention (IP) (MB):** A regional working group reviewed injury data, identified priority areas and developed a regional framework. Inter-sectoral working groups in priority areas (farm, motor vehicle, falls, suicide and self inflicted harm), coordinate activities using a coalition-building process, based on Human Resource Development Canada’s partnership model. Visit: [http://www.gov.mb.ca/healthyliving/injuryreview.html](http://www.gov.mb.ca/healthyliving/injuryreview.html)

**Injury Prevention (MB):** Since 1993, a manual and yearly community partner’s guide is used to plan community events in partnership with the RCMP, Fire Departments, Emergency Medical Services, Recreation Departments and Canadian Red Cross. The theme differs each year and engages different partners in the planning of an event during Safe Kids Week. Visit: [www.safekidscanada.ca](http://www.safekidscanada.ca)
Women’s Health Reproductive Screening (BC): Funding was received to develop a teaching program for RN’s to do pips, CBE and bi-annual exams for women in northern BC. Education sessions are delivered via email, conference/phone and consultation with stakeholders and physicians. Contact: Lynda.anderson@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

Seniors’ Health (MB): Programs have been developed in the area of exercise and nutrition as part of a home care quality improvement initiative tailored to meet the specific needs of the seniors’ community. Contact: lnordick@mb.ca

Immunization (MB): A Regional Immunization Committee developed goals for ensuring safe, quality delivery of vaccines and increasing rates in the region based on regional and community data from Manitoba Health. The Provincial Immunization Coordinator Committee meets bimonthly and shares information between regions in the province. Visit: www.wrha.mb.ca

Nicotine Intervention Counselling Centre (NICC) (BC): The mission of NICC is to support a multidisciplinary team of health care providers trained in tobacco addiction counselling and best practices, who incorporate the Centre’s program into their role. Contact: alice.domes@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

Born a Non-smoker Program (NL): The Born a Non-smoker Program, developed in January 2001, provides new babies with a t-shirt that reads Born a Non-smoker. In addition the program offers education sessions for parents on the harm of second-hand smoke. This program was team-, community- and evidence-based and has expanded substantially due to positive feedback. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
As discussed in Chapter One, an understanding of the determinants of health is pivotal to PHC renewal. They provide a focus for joint effort and collaboration across jurisdictions. Individuals live in communities where many factors impact on their health. Primary health care should not be delivered in isolation from those factors. As outlined in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (1986), the following elements create the conditions necessary for the prevention of illness: health, peace, income, education, availability of affordable shelter and food, sustainable resources and social justice.

Targeting determinants that are linked to specific community needs (as determined by collecting evidence using needs assessments, asset mapping), begins the process of:
- Identifying the relevant community and inter-sectoral partners; and
- Planning programs that will enhance health and well being.

This population health approach integrates health promotion with traditional epidemiological analysis of population health indices. It focuses on the health of the community rather than on the health of the individual and becomes the blueprint for planning interventions to prevent illness and maintain well-being. This chapter looks closely at capacity building at the community level. It begins with a discussion of the role for and importance of engaging community members and explores three models that can inform such an approach. The different levels of partnerships and the important role of inter-sectoral work to strengthen engagement are also explored as a means of creating meaningful networks that allow improvements in population health.

**Engaging Community as a Member of the Primary Health Care Team**

The process of engaging the community essentially focuses on inviting community members to become members of the health care team. This means facilitating the process by which they become involved in working to develop strategies and programs for and with the
community. Developing community is an approach to facilitating this engagement that has been used in Saskatchewan and is guided by the following premises:

**Empowering Services**: The goal is to involve the community as an active and contributing member of the team. The facilitator often plays a role in building the necessary connections to sustain this involvement after she or he is gone. Through the use of collaborative strategies and, at times, taking on the role of an advocate for change and collaboration, facilitators create organizational actions that support these changes in the long term.

**Connective Processes**: The theory of community action for health is based on the principles that the knowledge and skills of the individual are strengths that contribute to enhancing wellness. Developing capacity through participation can best be achieved by building on and strengthening existing knowledge and expertise. Participation must be authentic—not just participating in the ways that have always been done. Rather than making decisions for participants, facilitators need to focus on finding ways to make decisions with participants.

**Organizational Actions and Collaborative Strategies**: Analysis by local people is an essential part of community action for health. The role of health care practitioners should be to enable people to analyze their situation, reflect on the root causes of their ill health and together design ways to address these causes. Facilitators of change must move outside of their organizations and effectively take action to bring the community into their work. In an effective engagement process the community sets the agenda for change based on a shared community vision. The facilitator is the resource that supports the community as the individuals identify their priorities, capacities and issues while continuing to develop collaborative partnerships.

**Advocacy that Challenges**: At times facilitators need to challenge existing structures and processes that impede true community engagement. In order to support meaningful engagement of the community, it is important to work with community members and encourage attempts to actively involve the community partners.

**Enhancing the Process of Working with Community**

There are challenges to working with the community that must be addressed. The role of the community is clearly delineated in the Declaration of Alma Ata. It indicates that people have the right and duty to participate in the process of changing primary health care. The declaration also states as a principle that they are equal partners in the process through which they jointly assume responsibility for their health and well being.

These principles are often challenged in practice by systems. Thus, the values that guide the work with the community must be mutually negotiated and agreed to, written down and re-visited frequently to ensure that they continue to meet the needs of health care team members.
The content of PHC at the community level should address the main issues facing the community that have been mutually agreed upon. But, the content must also recognize the need for addressing those issues in ways that are deemed appropriate by the community.\textsuperscript{10, 11}

The Declaration of Alma Ata requires and promotes maximum community and individual self-reliance and participation in the planning, organization, operation and control of primary health care. This process must make full use of local, national and other available resources. And to this end, PHC must develop the ability of communities to participate through appropriate education.\textsuperscript{10, 11}

There are a variety of models that can and could enhance this process. Identified below are three models that address the various aspects of community engagement:

1. Arnstein Ladder (Arnstein, 1969);\textsuperscript{76}
2. Public Participation Spectrum (International Association for Public Participation, 2005);\textsuperscript{77} and
3. Community Empowerment (Rissel, 1994).\textsuperscript{78}

Often within the health care system, consultation is used to demonstrate participation; however, the information gleaned may or may not be heard or applied in practice. The Arnstein Ladder\textsuperscript{76} (Diagram 3) can help to sort through the reality of participation and engagement as PHC change commences and is sustained in the work with community partners.

The Public Participation Spectrum (International Association for Public Participation, 2005)\textsuperscript{77} on page 49 displays the levels of participation on a continuum. At one end is informing while at the other end of the continuum is empowerment. The model further illustrates the tools or techniques for public participation that are associated with each of the levels.

This model not only illustrates a continuum of participation or impact but also allows for an understanding of what the community experiences or understands from that engagement. The implied promise associated with each level of engagement speaks to the level and degree of decision-making power available to the public.

Before deciding on a level of participation or even the techniques to be used, the message and/or implied promise to the public must be determined. Once the message is clear, it is

\begin{center}
\textbf{Diagram 3: Arnstein Ladder}
\end{center}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Level Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Citizen Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Delegated Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Placation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manipulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degrees of citizen power

Nonparticipation

Degrees of tokenism

Referenced in footnote #76
easier to understand and appreciate the desirable level of participation and thus easier to choose appropriate tools and techniques that correspond with that level of engagement.

Increasing the level of public participation is important but it is more important that the techniques and promises are aligned. This creates the process of participation and engagement that is authentic and meaningful.

**Diagram 4: The Public Participation Spectrum**

**IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum**

Developed by the International Association for Public Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORM</th>
<th>CONSULT</th>
<th>INVOLVE</th>
<th>COLLABORATE</th>
<th>EMPOWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Participation Goal:</td>
<td>Public Participation Goal:</td>
<td>Public Participation Goal:</td>
<td>Public Participation Goal:</td>
<td>Public Participation Goal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist them in understanding the problem, alternatives, opportunities and/or solutions.</td>
<td>To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions.</td>
<td>To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that public concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered.</td>
<td>To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision including the development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred solution.</td>
<td>To place final decision-making in the hands of the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise to the Public:</td>
<td>Promise to the Public:</td>
<td>Promise to the Public:</td>
<td>Promise to the Public:</td>
<td>Promise to the Public:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will keep you informed.</td>
<td>We will keep you informed, listen to and acknowledge concerns and aspirations, and provide feedback on how public input influenced the decision.</td>
<td>We will work with you to ensure that your concerns and aspirations are directly reflected in the alternatives developed and provide feedback on how public input influenced the decision.</td>
<td>We will look to you for direct advice and innovation in formulating solutions and incorporate your advice and recommendations into the decisions to the maximum extent possible.</td>
<td>We will implement what you decide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example Techniques to Consider:</td>
<td>Example Techniques to Consider:</td>
<td>Example Techniques to Consider:</td>
<td>Example Techniques to Consider:</td>
<td>Example Techniques to Consider:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fact sheets</td>
<td>• Public comment</td>
<td>• Workshops</td>
<td>• Citizen advisory committees</td>
<td>• Citizen juries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Web sites</td>
<td>• Focus groups</td>
<td>• Deliberate polling</td>
<td>• Consensus-building</td>
<td>• Ballots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Open houses</td>
<td>• Surveys</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Participatory decision-making</td>
<td>• Delegated decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copyright IAP2. All rights reserved. 2005 International Association for Public Participation.
Empowerment can be a complex idea. Rissel (1994) views it as a process by which people, organizations and communities gain mastery over their lives. The World Health Organization (2002) has stated that individuals and their families are the most undervalued assets in the health care system. Their potential to affect change and generate outcomes is undeniable. It is expertise at that level that enables society to observe and engage in transforming the health care system in a way that enhances the health and well being of individuals, and maximizes the potential of health care practitioners.

We can only build capacity in a community by involving the people who live in the community. Facilitation in PHC develops programs that address the issues mutually agreed upon using ways and means deemed appropriate by the community. Then, no matter which model, method or strategy is used, capacity is enhanced and sustainability is built by working with the community.

**Applied Facilitation**

Regardless of the method, the facilitator’s role is to use process and tools of community engagement in her or his everyday activities to work with the community rather than on or for the community. The focus is on building capacity with the community; thereby helping them to help themselves as it relates to health and well being.

A central notion of this facilitated change is the belief that individuals can change their world and that this change is most effective when it begins with the people affected. This is often true, however, individuals who are oppressed, for whatever reason, lack the self-confidence, opportunities and encouragement they need to build on their strengths. The degree to which facilitators of change partner with communities, and in turn with individuals, to tap into their strengths in the change process, is the degree to which they have facilitated the community’s empowerment and the empowerment of the individuals who comprise that community.
This process begins with a vision that is informed by the community and rooted in its particular needs, resources and culture. Ongoing support creates a process of change that is owned and shaped by the community, but implemented through facilitated interventions such as educational opportunities, support and coordination.

The primary goal is to build sustainability by learning with community members how to fish in their lake — rather than giving them the fish. Truly effective facilitators slip into the background long before they depart the scene. With a successfully facilitated process, the work continues in the hands of the community after the facilitator has left. This is the nature of empowerment, facilitation and shared leadership.

Example of Success – The Green Bay Development Project, Newfoundland and Labrador

In the summer of 1997, Health and Community Services – Central (HCS-C) initiated a two-phase project to maximize available resources and to improve service delivery by working more closely with the community. Funding for this project was re-directed from the operational budget of HCS-C and staff changes provided an opportunity to re-distribute resources. Three public health nursing districts were collapsed into two, due to declining population/need, enabling the funds from the third position to be diverted to this project. Phase one supported the funding of a research coordinator. Phase two funded a health promotion coordinator to act as a catalyst for community mobilization.

Green Bay’s population (8,895 by 2001 census data) is dispersed among 21 communities that share a large geographic area. Staff and community groups in the region exhibited the community readiness necessary for engaging communities. The following facilitated steps empowered the community to engage as a member of the health delivery team.

Self-reflection: What are your personal values and beliefs about community empowerment? Do you believe that people want choice and are willing and able to exercise it on their own behalf? Or do you believe that you know the answers?

Organizational Assessment: Will your organization support you doing things that are not traditionally within the description of a PHC provider?

Community Assessment: Develop some baseline data including the history of the communities that are now coming together to solve problems. What are some current initiatives or activities in the community?
Lessons Learned from the Green Bay Project:

- **Create community awareness.** Use multiple approaches in order to reach all sectors of the community. *The least successful method was public meetings.* Effective approaches were: word of mouth, participation in community events, and invitations to people to participate.

- **Provide a variety of opportunities for participation.** Don’t just include official or regular leaders. Time of day, location of meetings and childcare are all things to consider. *(9 a.m. – 5 p.m. Monday to Friday meetings limit participation).* Keep critics informed and invited to participate.

- **The importance of language.** Make sure to use language that is relevant to the people you are working with. Avoid jargon.

- **Take the time to build relationships and trust.** This is a time commitment but is often the foundation needed to proceed. Pay attention to the process as well as the outcomes.

- **Don’t assume need – clarify and validate.** To learn what is needed, listen!

- **Start small.** Find issues of interest to the community that already have some resources.

- **Communicate success.** Success boosts morale while creating a sense of movement and commitment.

- **Partnerships are vital.** Communicate clear expectations for team membership and clarify level of commitment. Respectfully provide opportunities for members to have input and share ideas. In other words, meaningful involvement – not tokenism.

- **Don’t re-invent the wheel.** If something is already being done, look for ways to support and enhance it rather than competing with it.

- **Maintain momentum.** Celebrate milestones and achievements. Provide updates to the larger community. Encourage new people and organizations to become involved. Create opportunities for members to recommit, to take a break or to take on a new role with the process. It is an ongoing process; ongoing support is essential.

- **Remember: one size does not fit all.**

The Green Bay initiative (see text box) is one of many that have used these principles to enhance community involvement. By facilitating a process of engagement, Green Bay staff and community members have made real the language of PHC community participation and enhanced their service to residents in the Green Bay area.

**Linkage with Inter-sectoral Groups**

The determinants of change include areas outside the traditional health system such as justice and education. Therefore facilitators must recruit partners from other sectors to strengthen their work. The World Health Organization defines inter-sectoral collaboration as:
Inter-sectoral collaboration expands the PHC facilitation model. Based on the WHO’s definition of inter-sectoral collaboration, the PHC team can be broadened to include the many new players who can influence PHC prevention. Facilitators of inter-sectoral collaboration must consider how the elements discussed in working with teams can be adapted and integrated into the work engaged in with those outside the immediate provider group. Facilitators also need to understand the forms of partnership that can exist and the necessary supports required for sustaining them over time. To build capacity as a facilitator, it is necessary to develop and pass on the skills, knowledge, roles and supports that will continue to sustain the changes made within the community.

**Building Partnerships**

Partnerships, including inter-sectoral groups, can take many forms within the community. Communication and involvement of members varies with each form. This has important implications for facilitators tasked with building capacity. Four levels of partnership have been identified that can help to sort through the nature of each partnership and the elements necessary to sustain it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Four Levels of Partnership – Necessary Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referenced in footnote #83
Once the nature/level of the partnership is established, the next step is to sort through the various characteristics needed to support the partnership’s work over time. The following characteristics can help to clarify the nature of the partnership.

Table 7: Four Levels of Partnership – Sustaining the Relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>A verbal agreement as needed</td>
<td>A Memorandum of Understanding is created to define the partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formality</td>
<td>No established procedure for planning communication and work sharing</td>
<td>Terms of reference document to clarify roles, expectations and means of dispute resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Contact</td>
<td>Limited interaction of partners and minimal efforts to encourage it</td>
<td>Regular meetings, ongoing interactions and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Partners operate in relative isolation, Limited attention paid to soliciting feedback and coordinating activities to meet the collective goal</td>
<td>Partners regularly consult to plan activities, solicit input and organize their respective schedules to accommodate the goals/activities of the partnership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These four dimensions further clarify the need for additional strategies to structure the relationships between the relevant parties. Depending on which dimension the partnership finds itself in and the relative importance of that dimension to the long term goals that have been established, the facilitator will work with others to build the necessary structures to support the preferred partnership.

Managing the Facilitator’s Role

Facilitation promotes empowerment. It engages the community in the change process by recognizing the elements necessary to build capacity. Facilitators must be able to assess people’s readiness to learn and then tailor their responses accordingly. They must understand the processes by which strong teams and partnerships form and grow. To effectively assist individuals and communities, facilitators must understand the community context and the needs of the individuals and groups who live there. This understanding assists with facilitating the growth of community involvement and also ensures that the development is occurring in the right direction by addressing real community needs. The facilitative role is one that seeks to improve the ability to think and act by creating opportunities for everyone involved in the process to experience an increased level of awareness and personal growth.84
Facilitation has a place in working with communities that seek to build capacity. Whether in the form of a facilitator role or building skills in providers to fulfill this role, facilitation has a place in working with communities. The particular form the facilitation process takes depends on the community, the provider skill set and the disposition and resources available to support local empowerment.

The key is fulfilling the need by building the internal capacity to sustain the momentum of change. In choosing a facilitator(s), the community must recognize the importance of long term sustainability – through building capacity. Otherwise they are simply creating a need for sustained support that limits building of capacity in others and actually decreases sustainability over the longterm.

The balance the facilitator maintains between doing and guiding is subtle. Initially some doing (in the form of leading meetings) will be needed to initiate the process. This allows for the observation and role modeling often necessary to support skill development. Educational sessions and joint planning sessions are common. However, the facilitator must not stay too long in the role of do-er. Her or his focus ought to be on coaching and on supporting leaders in the group as they take on relevant roles that will build the necessary capacity to move forward with or without the facilitator.

**Facilitation Resources**

**Making Public Policy Healthy** (NL): Developed by Newfoundland and Labrador Heart Health, “Making Public Policy Healthy” discusses how to influence public leaders, through community action, to adopt healthy public policy. Whether from the top down (governments) or the bottom up (community/citizens), facilitators are instrumental in enabling communities to initiate the development of public policies. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Community Collaborative Process** (BC): Northern Health (NH) community collaborative focuses on empowering the local multi-disciplinary team to make practice changes in medical care and the broader PHC system. The aim is to address the gap in care and achieve quality care improvement targets, with improved health outcomes. Contact: Debbie.lewis@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

**Engaging Community as a Member of the Team** (NL): In the summer of 1997 the Green Bay Community Development Project was implemented to identify opportunities for improving community strategies. The focus was on building relationships, tending to the process and outcomes and clarifying community needs by building on currently effective programming. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
Building Community Capacity (BC): The Mackenzie area hired a facilitator to work with providers and community to enhance local delivery of diabetes education through a diverse group of players and community resources rather than through a central diabetes centre. Contact: Debbie.lewis@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

Building Caring Communities - A Community Workbook (SK): This process enables the community to identify one or more of the determinants of health as a priority and then plan activities that will strengthen the community by building on one or more of the determinants. A key aspect of this process is encouraging community participation with special attention paid to teaching community leadership and training individuals to facilitate all aspects of a community project. For information, visit: www.health.gov.sk.ca/mc_dp_bcc_com_wkbk.pdf

Hearts@Work (BC): This toolkit to screen people at risk for heart disease is an evidence-based community capacity-building initiative that is supported through a train-the-trainer process. At present, this program operates in over 250 BC communities. Contact: jresin@healthyheart.bc.ca, Healthy Heart Society.

Building Community Relationships (NL on behalf of the BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks with content covering these areas: identifying new community supports and resources, referral practices, nature and levels of partnerships, exploring new partners and strategies for initiating them, critical factors for a successful partnership and assessing partnership effectiveness. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health.

CommunityPLUS (SK): SchoolPLUS and primary health care share similar goals, principles and challenges. A partnership was formed in one region resulting in the merging of the two provincial initiatives to form 'CommunityPLUS'. The overall goal of CommunityPLUS is to achieve healthier communities and to support children, youth and their families in pursuit of learning and well being. For more information contact the Five Hills Health Region or visit: SchoolPLUS@sasked.gov.sk.ca and www.health.gov.sk.ca/ps_phs_services_over.html

Guide to Community Funding Partnerships and Program/Service Integration (ON): This resource will assist interdisciplinary PHC teams with possible local-level funding sources as well as potential community partners and services that may assist family health teams in providing comprehensive care to their patients. Visit: http://www.health.gov.on.ca/transformation/fht/guides/fht_community_funding2.pdf
**Community Advisory Committee or CAC (NL):** As part of the PHC change process in NL, each of the eight provincial project sites have set up a CAC to promote and facilitate community involvement in health care. CAC members represent partnerships with a variety of communities, groups or agencies and play a role in identifying needs, appropriate approaches and resources required or available.

Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Healthy Eating Habits Initiative (MB):** This community initiative was focused on raising awareness of the impact of eating habits on health. The coordinator developed and delivered programs based on community input.

Contact: mgray@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.

**Circle of Health: Health Promotion Framework (NL):** Prince Edward Island Health and Community Services Agency developed this framework in 1996. It is used to help the health providers at project sites to establish a common understanding of health promotion and provide them with a tool to guide strategic health promotion planning.

Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Facilitation Skills Training (MB):** Regional health promotion coordinators have developed staff training in facilitated discussion for use in planning with community groups. Trained staff, with enhanced skill in facilitating discussion, help to identify community issues and the solutions to promote health in community development and program planning.

Contact: cosborne@prha.mb.ca, Parkland Regional Health Authority.

**Community Capacity Building Tool (NL):** This tool was adapted from a Health Canada instrument by the Office of Primary Health Care and Wellness Division. The tool is designed to assist PHC projects in building capacity in relation to health promotion work.

Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
As with the other areas discussed in this guide, chronic disease management (CDM) is another area where facilitative processes can have a positive impact. Facilitation can ensure the use of evidence, fluid team building and broad collaboration. As facilitation begins to define and communicate different expectations for the delivery of CDM, providers and clients/patients alike are being asked to change their behaviour.

Facilitation in this area of practice will support a new approach to the prevention and management of chronic disease – based on relevant clinical practice guidelines. The new associated processes and tools will focus on primary and secondary prevention. They will also provide a focus on the enhancement of client/patient self-management and on collaborative inter-professional provider practice.

This chapter initially offers the reader some thoughts on defining CDM and on making the shift needed to enhance the focus on prevention in this area of practice. The reader is lead through a discussion of the care gap and the importance of changing clinical practice patterns. The elements of a chronic care model, currently used in British Columbia, will help the reader in a discussion of the role of the facilitator in CDM.

In addition, Chapter Seven explores this emerging area of care and the opportunities and challenges that exist as the approach to health care is reshaped. This chapter illustrates how the facilitator works to identify a path that moves all those involved through a reoriented model of care. Facilitators do this by working with teams of providers, inter-sectoral groups and organizational environments that may not yet be aligned with this new approach.

**Defining Chronic Disease Management**

Chronic disease management is a clinical management process of care. It spans the continuum of care from primary prevention to ongoing long-term maintenance for individuals.
with chronic health conditions or disease. This approach identifies individuals with chronic diseases, assesses their health status, develops a program of care and collects data to evaluate the effectiveness of this process. The focus is on proactive interventions including treatment and education. This enables the individual with a chronic disease to maintain optimal functioning with the most cost-effective and outcome-effective health care expenditure.

Although this Guide uses the language of chronic disease management (CDM), there is no clear consensus on the best language to describe this shift in focus. For some the use of the word “chronic” is problematic. For others, the use of the word “management” is best replaced with “prevention.” No solution is offered to this ongoing dialogue around language usage to articulate this work. While acknowledging the debate, this Guide embraces the language of CDM for the purposes of discussion.

The focus of the CDM approach is to encourage disease prevention and the maintenance of good health. The promotion of accurate diagnosis and treatment planning across the continuum will:

- Maximize the clinical effectiveness of interventions;
- Eliminate ineffective or unnecessary care and interventions; and
- Reduce the duplication of effort and activity.

The idea and practice of continually improving the outcomes of the service delivery process is a guiding force of this approach. The intention is to use only cost-effective diagnostic tests and requirements while increasing the efficiency of health care delivery in accordance with appropriate standards of quality. As with other PHC activities, the emphasis is on evidence-based planning.

**Making the Shift**

It has been suggested that chronic disease is the main financial driver of our current health system, contributing to the growing concerns around sustainability. In trying to cope with a chronic disease in a health system not set up to cope with it, the challenge is how best to re-align this system of care and service delivery. A way must be found if there is to be a shift in our paradigm of service delivery. Rauscher (2003) identified four main interventions to support this shift:

1. Focus on the health of the population through the development of programs and services which address the broader determinants of health;
2. Emphasize prevention by addressing the known risk factors that contribute to the development of the disease;
3. Enhance efforts to manage the disease effectively to limit its progression; and
4. Respond to acute events as they occur and intervene accordingly.

He continued to explain that our Canadian system has been focused on the last two methods of intervention and warns that:

“…as we move past the acute medical events, we need to make sure that we don’t settle for ‘managing diseases’ or even addressing the risk factors of the diseases without addressing the broader determinants of health: this is the real paradigm shift in health and chronic disease management.”

Table 8: Chronic Illness and Current Health Care Delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronic Illness is:</th>
<th>Health Care Delivery is:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional</td>
<td>Single dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-dependent</td>
<td>Segmented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Episodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling</td>
<td>Disease-oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In keeping with this, Table 8 contrasts the characteristics of chronic illness with that of the current health delivery system. This comparison highlights the need for system wide re-design to effectively prevent, treat and support people with chronic disease.

This new paradigm of service delivery requires educational support for providers and persons living with chronic diseases, but it can also benefit from the added supports that facilitation can offer in making such a large systemic shift.

The Service Delivery Gap

There is no shortage of models/ways that attempt to manage the complexities of people with long-term illness. These people often experience co-morbidities that increase the complexity of care. To meet the challenge of providing the complex care needed by individuals (and their families) living with chronic illness, there has to be a fundamental change in how the approach to chronic care is integrated into the PHC system.

Multiple guidelines exist for a range of chronic conditions. This can be confusing for teams. An additional challenge to systemic change in CDM is the remuneration structure. It does not include payment for the time necessary to explore individual patient issues, goals and motivations that may affect medical treatment or the coordination of both internal and external allied health resources.

Managing chronic illness care in an organized systemic fashion may prove to be a difficult transition for a health system that has been based on an acute care model. Evidence exists to support a system change. And that evidence clearly indicates how best to implement chronic disease support into primary health care. Yet, the system change has not yet been implemented. It is here that facilitation — may provide a process to move through and integrate such a system change.
Approaches to Implementation

There are increasing examples of successful shifting into this new paradigm of CDM care — many of which have benefited from facilitated processes. British Columbia was the Canadian forerunner in making this shift with their CDM collaborative process — a process that is marked by a team-based approach to early intervention and prevention. The CDM collaborative is rooted in the PDSA improvement cycle and supported by many levels of facilitated processes and educational offerings. Following in a similar fashion, Newfoundland and Labrador and Saskatchewan have developed their own CDM collaborative process. NL’s approach is based on the use of facilitative supports. The University of Ottawa has included CDM (CICM — Chronic Illness Care Management) in their outreach facilitation research and Manitoba has embarked on activities to support this paradigm shift.

Changing Clinical Practice Patterns

To sustain changes in CDM, clinical practice patterns that entrench the current approach must be replaced with reinforced patterns that move the system into the new CDM paradigm. University of Ottawa’s focus has been on changing clinical practice patterns through a structured yet tailored systemic approach to coordinate patient care using the CICM care plan as a tool. The five components within this care plan are:

1. Medication review;
2. Education/self-care;
3. Community integration/social support;
4. Psychological assessment/social assessment; and
5. Prevention screening.

An initial visit with the client/patient sets the stage for both client/patient and practitioner commitment to explore the care choices. They look for ways to reconcile the client’s/patient’s goals with the medical reality over the period of planned visits. The client/patient is encouraged to take an active role in planning her or his care. This approach provides an opportunity to integrate, review and track involvement of other health or community resources involved in client/patient care. In the University of Ottawa’s model, this shift in approach is supported by a facilitator who guides the team in making necessary shifts in practice.

British Columbia’s Expanded Chronic Care Model

The following expanded Canadian Chronic Care Model (adapted from Wagner et al.85) identifies the essential elements in a system that is striving for enhanced chronic care management as including: the community; the health system; self-management support; delivery system design; decision support; and clinical information systems. This framework can be adapted for a variety of chronic illnesses, health care settings and target
populations where the goal is better health outcomes, healthier clients/patients, more satisfied providers and more cost-effective expenditure of health care resources.

The following adaptation of Wagner’s model is provided by British Columbia. In it, the role of the community is emphasized and health promotion and disease prevention are integrated.

**Diagram 6: Population Health Outcomes/Functional and Clinical Outcomes B.C.’s Expanded Chronic Care Model**

**Key Elements of this Model**

The following section lists the various components of this model and incorporates the role of the facilitator in supporting the paradigm shift.

**Health Care System Organization:** This concept refers to the leadership commitment required to successfully implement chronic disease management at a systemic level. This is achieved via:

- Support of the CDM strategy at all levels including senior leaders and decision makers;
- Improvement strategies aimed at system change or design;
- Open and systematic handling of errors and quality problems to improve care;
- Agreements that facilitate care coordination within and across organizations; and
- Incentives provided based on quality of care.
Community Resources: The mobilization of community resources to support or expand healthcare for chronically ill clients/patients is an important element in this work. The key focus here is to encourage:

- Client/patient participation in community programs (exercise, seniors and self-help groups);
- Partnerships with community organizations to support and develop interventions to bridge the gaps in needed services; and
- Advocating for policies to improve client/patient care.

Self-management: The client’s/patient’s role is crucial to maintaining health and involves:

- The client/patient having a central role in managing her or his health;
- Self-management support strategies that include assessment, goal-setting, action-planning, problem-solving and follow-up; and
- Establishing contact with community resources that provide support.

Delivery System Design: Examining health care service delivery helps practitioners to:

- Define roles and distribute tasks among team members;
- Use planned interactions to support evidence-based care;
- Provide clinical case management services for clients/patients with complex health issues;
- Ensure regular follow-up by the care team; and
- Give culturally sensitive care that clients/patients understand.

Decision Support: The provision of decision support promotes clinical care that is consistent with scientific evidence and supportive of the client’s/patient’s understanding of her or his disease or condition. This includes:

- Incorporating evidence-based practices into daily clinical practice;
- Sharing evidence-based information with clients/patients to encourage their participation;
- Using proven provider education methods; and
- Integrating value-added specialist expertise and primary care into the care of the client/patient.

Clinical Information Systems: The purpose of effectively and efficiently designing health care information systems is to ensure that both client/patient and population data is accurate and comprehensive. This permits:

- Timely reminders for providers and clients/patients of upcoming appointments or concerns;
- Identifies relevant sub-populations targeted to receive more involved care;
- Facilitates individual client/patient care planning;
- Shares information with clients/patients and providers to coordinate care; and
- Monitors the performance of the health care team and system.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role

The issue of facilitation in this area of practice will be clearly defining the facilitator’s role and ensuring that the role is supported with adequate time and resources to facilitate changes at the various points in the health organization.

The facilitator’s role is to create opportunities for participation of the many stakeholders in this change process. To support the system reorientation toward a team-based model of care, the facilitator can encourage providers to make necessary shifts that allow them to provide enhanced care to clients/patients. In order to shift providers toward facilitating self-management by clients/patients, facilitators will need to ensure sufficient levels of educational support by encouraging responsibility rather than engaging in the do-onto-others approach.

Forward momentum is sustained with activities that are based on evidence. This is crucial in supporting a meaningful re-alignment. It is also crucial that facilitators in CDM understand evidence and the methods for gathering relevant evidence to inform ongoing changes.

The re-alignment called for by the expanded CDM model is both exciting and challenging. As with all change processes, having a dedicated resource in the form of a facilitator whose role it is to support this change will be beneficial. It is however, important to note the relative newness of this shift in thinking. While facilitation for change has proven effective in various areas and is beginning to build supporting evidence, it does not yet sit on a solid base of evidence. It is important to continually gather information on facilitated change and activity in order to build the evidence that grounds this work.

Facilitation Resources

**Chronic Illness Care Management (CICM) (ON):** The CICM approach is a comprehensive, planned evaluation of patient care requirements designed to organize challenging patient care delivery for those with multiple chronic illnesses. It is a shared care approach between the PHC physician and patient using a tailored care plan with five major components (medication review, self-management, community integration, psychological assessment and prevention). Contact: facilitation@scohs.on.ca or jschultz@uottawa.ca, University of Ottawa.

**Regional Diabetes Program Framework (MB):** This document defines the provincial expectations for a regional diabetes program. The purpose is to increase awareness and understanding of the systems integration necessary to implement a public health approach to diabetes and to assist in the development of RHA specific plans to meet the needs of the health regions. Contact: KrAnderson@gov.mb.ca, Manitoba Health.

**Risk Factor and Complication Assessment Train-the-Trainer Program (MB):** This program provides information about knowledge and skills to assess for the risk
of developing type 2 diabetes, the presence of type 2 diabetes, the risk of developing long-term complications and the presence of long-term complications.

KrAnderson@gov.mb.ca, Manitoba Health.

**Provincial Diabetes Collaborative** (NL): Using the 2003 Canadian Diabetes Association Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Prevention and Management of Diabetes in Canada as a foundation, the NL Diabetes Collaborative structured systemic processes to achieve its goal to enhance team-based preventive CDM health delivery. A range of processes and tools were implemented in the expanded chronic disease model. The breakthrough series improvement model for organizational change was adapted for the province. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Children’s Therapy Initiative** (MB): The Children’s Therapy Initiative (CTI) was proposed by Healthy Child Manitoba to provide coordinated, regionally-based therapy services that help children reach their full potential. To bridge the gaps in referral and assessment processes, a universal referral tool was developed based on a no-wrong-door system entry point. Contact: espencer@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.

**Getting a Grip on Arthritis** (SK): This multi-disciplinary community-based approach to managing arthritis aims to increase the capacity of PHC providers, communities and people with arthritis to manage the symptoms and impact of arthritis. The approach also aims to enhance prevention, early detection, comprehensive local care and more appropriate and timely access to specialty care and self-management strategies. Visit: www.arthritis.ca

**Guide to Chronic Management** (ON): This resource will assist inter-professional PHC teams to plan chronic disease management and prevention programs for their clients/patients. Visit: http://www.health.gov.on.ca/transformation/fht/guides/fht_chronic_disease.pdf

**CDM Collaborative** (BC): The CDM Collaborative steering committee met several times to develop a collaborative charter. As targets for improvement were identified, these were added to the charter. a change package was developed for PDSA cycles. Collaborative teams participated in three learning sessions and a closing conference. Sessional funding to support general practitioner participation in learning sessions helped to get their buy-in to the process. Between collaborative learning sessions, teams were supported via conference calls and email listserves. For more information: http://www.heartbc.ca/pro/collaboratives/collaboratives.htm http://www.healthservices.gov.bc.ca/cdm/practitioners/structured_collaboratives.pdf
A principle of PHC reform is the desirability and importance of inter-professional and inter-sectoral teams. This growing consensus has created an expectation that enhancing PHC team practice will build sustainable local capacity as a means of effective health care delivery. Despite the strength of that consensus, this is an area where public policy is ahead of the research. In many situations inter-professional teamwork will enhance the quality of care.

Although there is little evidence in the medical or health literature to support the enhanced effectiveness of teamwork, the business and policy literature provides insight. Katzenback and Smith (1994) indicated that when performance requires multiple skills, judgements and experiences, then teams outperform individuals acting either alone or in large organizational groups. So an evaluation of the effectiveness of team-based health services delivery over time is warranted.

Across Canada teamwork in PHC has grown out of necessity, particularly in rural locations. Many PHC renewal processes have focused attention on exploring what a team approach looks like and on finding ways to sustain and develop PHC teams. Teamwork can be divided into two categories — team outcomes and team process. While the facilitator may be involved with identifying and supporting team outcomes (the work of the team), this chapter focuses on how facilitators enable the PHC team-based process to develop.

This chapter provides a template for identifying effective teams. It begins with a look at the variations in team formations and explores the basic elements of PHC teams. This is followed by a discussion of the stages that teams move through. The final section explores the facilitator’s role in transforming conflict and provides information on relevant facilitation resources.
Varieties of Team Formation

The context in which a PHC team operates (including geography, culture, population and urban or rural setting) often influences the team’s makeup and defines the necessary supports for the team to function at its optimal capacity. Some teams are composed of a doctor and a nurse or nurse practitioner. Other teams are more broadly composed of the full range of providers and community members. In many rural sites where providers are separated by distance, teams need to develop a virtual existence. These virtual teams require the technological support to communicate and work effectively. The availability of supports/infrastructure such as email, cell phones, teleconferencing and video conferencing become crucial to ongoing team development. Face-to-face meetings for such groups are less frequent but of a longer duration than meetings for teams in a more compact local setting. Regardless of the original form, team memberships evolve due to changes in role, people and organizations. Teams must respond to the ongoing change. Often, teams will distinguish a core group (Saskatchewan) or a core team plus extended network (Newfoundland and Labrador) that reflects the involvement of team members based on their role and availability. However, teams also need to allow for the natural ebb and flow of turnover. This flow poses challenges for group cohesion, but team members should resist forfeiting the team approach for a focus on outcomes. The strength of the team process influences sustainability.

Basic Elements of Teams

In exploring the dynamics of team-based care, it is helpful to start with the World Health Organization’s (1985) definition of a team:

“A group of persons who share a common health goal and common objectives determined by community needs, to which the achievement of each member of the team contributes, in a coordinated manner, in accordance to his/her competence, and skills and respecting the functions of others.”

PHC teams share common goals, informed by community strengths and opportunities for change. These shared goals are realized when providers from many backgrounds offer their expertise in this emerging inter-professional practice.

The PHC team collaborates as members coordinate service delivery, with the client/patient in mind. They focus their knowledge and skill on each person to ensure that she or he has the best opportunity for enhancing health and well being. Collaboration with inter-sectoral team partners further operationalizes the concept of population health.

Regardless of where we find our team, we need to tend to team process and outcomes. The PEW Health Professions Commission (1995) has identified five main building
blocks for health care teams that can help focus on team process. The following table has been adapted from the PEW Commission’s work:

**Table 9: Building Blocks for Health Care Teams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Facilitator’s Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong></td>
<td>Set team focus with all team members based on evidence/community needs; Refine goals over time.</td>
<td>Leads goal setting discussions; Differentiates tasks from team process goals; Important in early stages and transitions; Discuss team values and expectations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tasks and Roles</strong></td>
<td>Focus on team tasks to define team needs and overlapping skills/roles; Clarify responsibility/accountability; Ensure fair distribution of work.</td>
<td>Assist with clarification of task/roles; Ensure sufficient time spent on expectations; Manage impasses and conflicts as they arise; Re-define tasks when needed to move forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared Leadership and Decision Making</strong></td>
<td>Allow opportunity to participate; Encourage sharing of responsibilities; Allow leadership to shift with issue; Define decision making process and limits; Decision by consensus when possible.</td>
<td>Encourage balanced decisions; Include all team members in process; Coach members to take on leadership roles; Recognize how power inequities may limit necessary team conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td>Discuss communication needs; Identify barriers to communication; Design a documentation process; Develop team charter/terms of reference.</td>
<td>Ensure productive meetings as needed; Assess and re-define communication process; Address communication barriers; Build team interpersonal relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conflict Resolution</strong></td>
<td>Define a clear resolution process; Build resolution capacity; Encourage resolution; Create a safe space for raising issues.</td>
<td>Assist with conflict resolution; Facilitate necessary skill building; Coach members to share concerns; Encourage respectful exchanges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stages of Team Development**

Several authors identify the necessity of understanding the stages of team evolution.89, 90 Although there may be some differences in the stages identified and the order in which they appear, there is a consensus on the concept of team stages. We will explore the dynamics of these stages as defined in Drinka and Clarke's Health Care Teamwork (2000)90 – Forming, Norming, Confronting (other models refer to this stage as Storming), Performing and Leaving.

**Forming**

- Moving from individual to group member;
- Learning about each other’s role, skills, backgrounds;
- Relationships tend to be guarded and formal;
- Members tend to follow pre-formed, stereotypical notions about other professionals; and
- A period of questioning is needed to establish collaborative teams.
A key task in this stage is establishing clear goals through a participatory process that encourages involvement of all members. Learning about the scope of practice of the various providers is an important part of the development process at this stage as well as when new members enter the team. Developing relationships based on mutual respect and shared goals is crucial to the successful passage from the forming phase.

**Norming**
- Members need to establish usual patterns of interaction;
- Individuals reconcile professional loyalties and team responsibilities;
- Members need to accept the rules and structures of the team;
- Members need to establish and honour day-to-day functioning as a team; and
- As members get to know each other, friendliness and team cohesion grows.

This is the stage when tasks and roles of team members are established. Once the different expertise that each member brings to the table has been identified, it is possible to determine who will do what. Setting up clear and effective mechanisms for communication is particularly helpful at this stage. It allows a means by which the team can maintain contact.

The nature of the leadership at this stage impacts team dynamics. True team leaders share process and decision making as appropriate. Leaders should ensure that all team members develop their capacity to influence decision making.

**Confronting**
- Members begin to perceive problems with their roles and tasks;
- As conflicts about team functioning arises, personality differences may become more apparent; and
- Issues arise with regard to workload, team leadership, hierarchical patterns and formulation of team goals.

Once a team has formed, it begins slowly to unravel as established team processes and expectations are questioned. It is normal to have members pose questions regarding the effectiveness of the team and the team’s goals/outcomes. In fact, it is healthy and expected and, when facilitated, can strengthen team dynamics. Negotiation as well as conflict resolution skills and processes become essential for navigating the storm of internal change. Clear methods of identifying opportunities for change with team members can help to create a process for re-evaluating goals, tasks and roles as needed and to continue to support team development.
**Performing**
- Teams begin to function smoothly;
- Members have a clear sense of goals and roles;
- Members have a positive sense of group identity; and
- Members establish good working relationships.

Team facilitators who are able to manage conflict will find this skill useful throughout the process. At this stage, conflict is embraced as a valuable impetus for improvement. Although the initial storm has passed, unexpected challenges continue to arise. Responsive teams make necessary and appropriate team adjustments as needed. That is why it is important to continue to foster effective mechanisms for dialogue and for conflict resolution. The process of goal and role re-evaluation is dynamic. It is informed by ongoing research and evaluation of team functioning and outcomes.

**Leaving**
- Membership changes require ongoing assessment of roles and responsibilities; and
- Team reflection to identify strengths and opportunities for change.

The leaving stage is not included in some models of team development but it is a reality of all teams. The turnover in membership shifts the team’s skill set, workload, knowledge base and leadership. Such changes often trigger a return to earlier stages. Facilitators and team members who understand these stages can anticipate and manage the challenges as the team evolves.

**Transforming Conflict**
Given the mix of skills and professional backgrounds, as well as the complexity of inter-sectoral collaboration, disagreement is inevitable. This conflict is necessary and desirable. The key to manage it well is to have clear processes for working through or negotiating both team and individual conflict. The goal is to prevent a conflict from becoming a destructive force in the workplace.

A team facilitator responds to emerging conflicts with several goals in mind:
- Prevent unnecessary conflict and facilitate necessary discussions;
- Resolve emerging conflicts constructively;
- Facilitate development of conflict resolution skills; and
- Guide the team along a constructive resolution path.
These principles guide the facilitator’s work. As does the knowledge offered by the PEW Commission\(^9\) that highlights conflict challenges, unique to Health settings, that may be encountered as being:

- An idealized sense of togetherness that inhibits necessary, open dialogue;
- A professional obedience to authority that limits member engagement and re-inforces hierarchical relationships;
- Banding together as a profession when faced with a disagreement that interferes with team cohesion;
- Personality differences that negatively impact team process or outcomes;
- Mis-understanding of the roles, skills, responsibilities and accountabilities of other team members; and
- The absence of clear, negotiated boundaries between team members and roles.

It is important to be aware of the potential affect that these challenges can have on teams. This is a normal part of teams in transition to a horizontal structure from a vertical organization grounded in a traditional hierarchy. And the process is greatly enhanced by a neutral third party. A facilitator, particularly an external facilitator, with well-developed conflict resolution skills is better able to address these issues. She or he can assist the team with creating habits that support team-based care. Skilled facilitators can encourage the integration of alternative approaches to care and team communication that sustain these new behaviours. A facilitator can also help to root out old, unproductive habits that can otherwise remain hidden. Unchecked, such old habits could create destructive team conflict.

**Navigating Team Work**

Facilitating team process often means reframing challenges as opportunities for change. This sets a proactive path for team development. The following discussion summarizes the opportunities for change experienced by Newfoundland and Labrador’s Teams Working Group,\(^9\) PEW Commission\(^9\) and by the PHC teams in Saskatchewan (2004)\(^9\) during the development process.

**Organizational:** Opportunities for change at this level stem from policies, bureaucratic processes, reporting structures and fee arrangements. To take full advantage of these opportunities requires the collaboration of leaders and providers.

**Typical Challenges/Opportunities for Change:**

- Separate lines of reporting and control;
- Differing compensation mechanisms limiting provider engagement;
- Scheduling and priority setting;
- Time required for teams to meet;
- Leadership for supporting the team process;
- Lack of recognition of the benefit of facilitation in team development.
Facilitator’s Role:
• Navigate the group/team through this process;
• Balance needs of team and organization;
• Seek remedy for issues that impede team development at the organizational level;
• Remain fluid depending on needs of team (i.e. consultant, planner, negotiator, advocate, educator, data collector, reporter).

Team: Opportunities for change at this level are marked by the normal dynamics of people coming together to organize and collaborate. Facilitating team process involves building on the strengths of the group and identifying the opportunities for change and development.

Typical Challenges/Opportunities for Change:
• Ensuring that meetings are productive;
• Managing perceived inequities in status of team members;
• Fostering commitment to team process;
• Developing leadership in establishing and sharing the team process;
• Ensuring clarity and effectiveness of dialogue;
• Conflict resolution as needed.

Facilitator’s Role:
• Become a potential advocate for the team and its members;
• Ensure that the focus is on team process;
• Create opportunities to plan for challenges;
• Enhance team cohesion and team effectiveness.

The team needs to discuss how they will work through conflict as part of the team’s values charter. A team charter (sometimes termed a team mandate or terms of reference) is a working document that defines the team and the scope of its work. It is a framework that may include the team’s vision, mission (purpose), objectives, values, membership, history, key responsibilities, parameters, measures of success, communication and decision making processes.92, 93

Facilitating team process often means reframing challenges as opportunities for change. This sets a proactive path for team development.

Facilitation allows for the creation of a safe space for dialogue. A charter, as part of that process, defines what team members expect from each other. It delineates a clear process for resolving conflicts. This helps to define avenues for resolution. Using these avenues when conflicts arise is the key to turning challenges into opportunities for positive change. Charting a constructive path for team conflict includes the separation of team conflict from individual differences that need to be resolved privately. Both types of conflict require guidance and support for resolution, though the type of intervention required may differ.
**Individual:** The opportunities for change at this level are created by the diversity of the group. The larger the group, the greater the probability that individual perspectives will result in disagreements among team members.

**Typical Challenges/Opportunities for Change:**
- Fostering co-operation among members;
- Encouraging open and transparent communication;
- Working through member conflicts;
- Transforming individual conflicts into constructive moments.

**The Facilitator’s Role:**
- Encouraging conflict coaching and skill development;
- Normalizing these opportunities for change;
- Clarifying conflict resolution expectations/procedures.

Team members assume responsibility for their personal concerns. They should raise them when appropriate with the person with whom they have the concern — or let it go. Determining which response is most appropriate is often a delicate matter. Most conflicts are resolved through respectful conversation that allows both perspectives to be heard. Sometimes a neutral third party can help resolve the matter.

**Educational:** These educational opportunities for change arise in the educational supports needed to sustain team growth.

**Typical Challenges/Opportunities for Change:**
- Allocating of resources to offer training and supports that foster team and organizational growth;
- Providing training for clinical skills that supports shifts in scopes of practice;
- Fostering the development of facilitation skills.

**Facilitator’s Role:**
- Focusing on building capacity formally and informally;
- Acting as trainer, advocate, coach or mentor as needed;
- Helping to identify areas needing clinical skill development.

Regardless of the particular need, facilitators frequently act as educators in their continuous focus on building capacity with others.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role

Schwarz (2005) suggests that the facilitative process requires entering the system and helping the group become more effective without becoming negatively influenced by the inertia of the system. In a team-based approach to service, the change and the nature of teamwork are likely to create conflict—perhaps even trigger long-dormant conflicts. Varying degrees of resistance and conflict are inevitable in the process of change. But these moments hold positive potential—they can even be a transformative force.

This is an important task of facilitation—to encourage inclusive engagement in an environment that has historically evolved with symbolic and practical power differences. The default response to this conflict is reverting to power-based approaches for resolution. This will not resolve interpersonal matters. Teams move through fairly predictable stages, each stage marked by its own expected conflicts and challenges that can be transformed into opportunities for team development.

The key to this transformation is the creation of a safe space for dialogue. This means establishing clarity around expectations for dealing with conflict and for offering support before and after difficult conversations. To fully embrace these opportunities, the team must create ways to limit the negative impact if they are emerging from a hierarchical organization of people and professions. The team must find ways of enhancing their positive contributions to team development—supported by facilitation—and thereby transform conflict into opportunity.

Facilitation Resources

**Team Formation** (MB): The NOR-MAN RHA engaged in a facilitated process for forming their PHC teams based on staff engagement and community need. Contact: mgray@normanrha.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.


**Developing Team Relationships within PHC** (MB): NOR-MAN RHA used a facilitated process to support the development of team relationships through the development of a matrix for clarifying role relationships. Contact: mgray@normanrha.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health Authority.

**Engaging PCN Teams in Change** (AB): A workshop in June 2006, supported by Alberta Health and Wellness, for leaders from health regions and Primary Care Networks, with significant participation from primary care physicians, gave a boost to team development. On-going support to PCN teams offered by Toward Optimized Practice. Contact: doug.stich@topalbertadoctors.org Toward Optimized Practice.
Learning Circles (NL): The Council for Licensed Practical Nurses collaborated with the Association of Registered Nurses of NL on a facilitated Learning Circles initiative to support changes in attitudes; professional roles and boundaries; group learning; and information sharing. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

Team Charters (SK): A team charter (team mandate or terms of reference) is a working document that defines the team and its scope of work. The charter is a useful foundation document that supports a team discussion on purpose, roles and elements of team functioning. Contact: chris.mayhew@saskatoonhealthregion.ca, Saskatoon Health Region.

Team Building Workshop (NL on behalf of the BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks and covers the following content: nature and phases of teams, role clarification, process of change, managing meetings and consensus building. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health.

Team Development in Primary Care Networks (AB): Supported by Alberta Health and Wellness, Capital Health and Calgary Health Region hosted a project to develop a manual which supports interdisciplinary teamwork in Primary Care Networks across Alberta. It includes learning activities and resources on system context, using evidence, building teams, collaboration and scope of practice and sustaining team facilitators. Contact: Kelly.Holmes@gov.ab.ca, Alberta Health and Wellness.

Team Handbook (NL): This handbook, developed through a facilitated input process, supports inter-professional teamwork in the Health and Community Services, St. John’s Region. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

Conflict Resolution Workshop (NL and NB, on behalf of the BBT Atlantic Initiative): This training module includes both participant and facilitator handbooks and covers the following content: nature and dynamics of conflict; constructive versus destructive conflict; the conflict cycle; positions versus interests; and communication techniques. Contact: merv@gov.ns.ca, NS Department of Health.
Fostering a collaborative PHC culture requires an understanding of the delicate balance between the needs of:

- Individuals and community;
- The community and the providers;
- The individual team member and the PHC team as a whole; and
- Different professionals and groups.

The provincial mandate and local organizational culture are key contributors in creating a collaborative culture for the delivery of primary health care. One aspect of facilitating change in this area is a solid understanding of the role of professional associations and regulatory bodies and their likely response to facilitated change.

Facilitators must have insight into the competing perspectives that can shape the attitudes regarding the roles of, and within, health care teams. And they must create opportunities for the team to reflect on those attitudes. As part of the discussion of shared and individual responsibility and accountability with groups of providers, professional differences need to be explored and reconciled to some degree before there can be a shared vision of care.

This chapter first looks at the nature of collaboration and its definitions. The subsequent section explores the basic elements needed to engage in collaborative PHC practice. A discussion of the nature and role of inter-professional education highlights the importance of finding opportunities for the team to learn together and to enhance their understanding of each other’s role. At the end of the chapter are listed resources to facilitate changes in this area.
**Nature of Collaboration**

A fundamental part of a team-based inter-professional approach to PHC is the clear understanding of the scope of practice (SOP) including roles, functions, responsibilities and accountability. The following definitions\(^9\) of collaboration are useful for beginning the discussion:

Collaborative practice is:

- An integrated approach to delivering services. Health providers function as colleagues and are grounded by common care goals, supported by shared decision making, and nourished by a climate of mutual respect, trust and support. Effective communication and clear definitions of roles and responsibilities are integral to success; and

- An inter-professional process for communication and decision making that enables the separate and shared knowledge and skills of primary health care providers to synergistically influence the service provided to a population or to an individual.

Common to both definitions is the importance of respecting each other’s roles and responsibilities. There is also a shared commitment to ensure that the right provider delivers the right service at the right time.

Aside from the system and provider benefits in a collaborative approach to health service delivery, there are also many benefits for the individuals and communities. Some of these are supported by evidence and others are supported by consensus:

Evidence supported\(^9\)

- The provision of a broad range of health care and health promotion services;\(^9\) and
- Improved quality of health care delivery.

Consensus supported\(^2,97\)

- Improved service coordination that enhances timely access to needed care:
- Reduced duplication of services and visits plus an increased integration of care; and
- Improved communication among providers with consistent health-related messages.

The Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada (Romanow, 2002) indicated that implementing strategies such as teams and networks of health care practitioners would help
to build the PHC agenda. This in turn will transform Canada’s health care system which needs to integrate values that have been mutually negotiated and agreed on (Romanow, 2002).

**Basic Elements of Collaborative Practice**

As with other models of care, collaboration has several elements that ensure success. The work of the Enhanced Interdisciplinary Collaborative Practice initiative (EICP) is guided by a definition of inter-professional collaboration that has the following attributes:

- Development of a common purpose or care outcome;
- Acceptance and recognition of complementary skills and expertise among different providers; and
- Effective coordination and communication among relevant providers.

Collaboration is a framework for strengthening inter-professional communication and increasing the effective delivery of health care.

Newfoundland and Labrador facilitated a scope of practice (SOP) process in 2005-06 as part of the provincial PHC renewal plan. These facilitated SOP discussions encouraged exploration of ways to support the health needs of the community by enhancing SOP where relevant and appropriate. The following elements are taken from the enhancing SOP process defined by the provincial Scope of Practice Working Group. These elements of collaborative practice guide a provincial network of NL facilitators and teams:

**Client/Patient Centred**: PHC teams work in collaborative partnerships with clients/patients and communities to promote and support choice and partnership in care decision making.

**Coordination**: Collaboration requires a structured process that allows providers to move into this model of care while simultaneously providing the flexibility needed to adapt to the needs of their local team, community and the clients/patients served. This requires defined collective goals and respect for each member’s contribution.

**Communication**: Open and transparent communication is encouraged. Each member of the team is expected to share a respectful willingness to voice their own ideas and concerns and to listen to ideas and concerns from team members. Individual feedback to the team is as important as periodic team discussions on how to improve communication processes to ensure timely, focused and relevant dialogue.

**Co-operation**: Collaborative practice is grounded in shared decision-making and shared accountability that embraces a structured process, a client/patient focus, and a conflict resolution mechanism. The shared accountability must respect professional autonomy. It must also enable the appropriate provider to deliver appropriate service at the appropriate time.
The key attributes of a collaborative process include: a practice that recognizes all team members as important contributors; shared and individual responsibility and accountability for processes and outcomes of health planning; and a sense of mutual trust and respect.

**Commitment:** A shared understanding of the need to work inter-professionally supports collaboration. The presence of organizational support to foster collaboration is as important as ongoing evaluation of both processes and outcomes of inter-professional practice.

The degree to which these factors are actualized in PHC teams reflects the quality of the collaboration. This was the guiding vision of the SOP process in NL. The time and effort involved with building a team is determined by the size and nature of each team. Through the support of a central facilitator and a team of local facilitators, NL is moving through the identification of roles and responsibilities as a team-building process for collaborative care. The need to transform conflict related to professional boundaries into opportunities for change was a core focus of the facilitator.

**Professional Enculturation**
To create a culture of collaboration, the inherent challenges in historical and current forms of health care delivery must be understood. Several authors identify the need to understand the barriers that professional cultures can pose to collaborative practice. The literature points to a few key factors that must be considered to foster collaborative capacity — history, professional cognitive maps, systems of training and education; and necessary team supports. This section focuses on a discussion of the first two factors.

The evolution of the hierarchical health care culture involves professional groups offering increasingly specialized services. In this environment professions have created boundary-work to differentiate one profession from another and to promote one professional ideology over another. Professional culture becomes the framework through which individual providers interpret inter-professional interactions, and by which they set relevant boundaries that shape team relationships.

In attempts to build collaborative practice by enhancing SOP, the notion of professional cognitive maps highlighted in recent literature greatly helps to explain the team dynamics.

Hall (2004) suggests that these cognitive maps grow out of the education and social experiences of students in each health profession and act as the building blocks of professional cultures. The maps influence inter-professional relationships by creating a stereotype blueprint for interactions. Petrie (1976) explains that two providers of different professions can look at the same situation and see different things. In SOP work, the disparity between professional maps sparks challenge and opportunities for change.
Inter-professional team members must learn to deconstruct their own profession’s map and re-integrate it into a collaborative cognitive map. The culture of collaboration is created at that point.

**Role of Inter-professional Education**

Hall and Weaver (2001) suggest that increasing professional specialization has reduced the opportunities for providers in different disciplines to interact. Gilbert (2004) highlighted increasing specialization as an impediment to inter-professional work. Steinert (2004) refers to Freidson’s (1986) suggestion when she says, “the process of professionalization is characterized by domination, autonomy and control rather than collegiality and trust.”

That is the challenge, or the opportunity, for change — to create formal and informal opportunities for providers to learn together. This is re-inforced by Steinart (2004) who says facilitators need to “develop a context in which learning becomes a vital part of working together.”

If learning in the inter-professional context is the process of making a new or revised interpretation of an experience that guides subsequent understanding, appreciation and action, then the training modules developed through the Building a Better Tomorrow initiative may be tools that a facilitator could use to support necessary inter-professional learning.

Though many involved in PHC believe in the importance of breaking down inter-professional silos through inter-professional education, this perspective is supported by a minimal amount of evidence — though this area of research is under rapid development. Therefore it is important that PHC providers continue to gather evidence that will inform opinions about the efficacy of inter-professional learning. It is also important to note that this is only one of many factors that enhance collaboration.

**Enhancing Collaboration**

Transformation may occur at different levels: at the individual group or community level; at the organizational level; or at the level of society. The current health care culture has a long history and deep roots, so change will not be easy. It may be helpful to see the process of change as a learning process from which many new ideas can emerge. Through this collaborative practice, an inter-professional culture will take root. It will empower individuals to discover the validity of their own ideas and experiences and to look at them in a new way. Out of this process the team members will learn new ways of viewing each other and of framing their work. It is important to recognize some of the challenges that come with this shift — after all, they will bring the opportunities for change.
**Scope of Practice (SOP)**

Many challenges and opportunities for change have been found as Newfoundland and Labrador’s providers move through this process. Their work has highlighted three key areas needing attention before seeking to create shifts in professional scopes of practice. These are:

**Authority:** Changes in scope must remain within the parameters set out by the relevant legislation and regulatory bodies. Providers working to an enhanced scope must accept the responsibility and accountability that comes with changes in competence level.

**Practice Setting:** SOP changes must be aligned with the organizational policies that govern the practice site. Relevant changes must be determined through and guided by an analysis of the strengths/needs of the community and address the strengths/needs of each client/patient.

**Education:** Appropriate levels of basic and continuing educational supports must be available in both formal and informal contexts to support the desired SOP shifts.

The process of making shifts in scope is as collaborative as the vision of team-based practice that guides it. It is important to work with key stakeholders to create a shared plan for moving forward with SOP work — a key place for a facilitated intervention.

**Remuneration Models**

An emerging barrier to facilitating collaborative practice is the absence of appropriate remuneration models. The ability to find the right remuneration model to encourage a fee-for-service provider to participate in PHC initiatives is a key challenge to advancing team-based delivery. There is a range of fee-for-service providers including physicians, pharmacists and physiotherapists. Funding models are needed to encourage the members of these groups to collaborate. Facilitators must be aware of the strengths and limitations of various funding models in the delivery of PHC. Although facilitators may have little direct influence over the development of these funding models, they may facilitate the discussions and processes needed to develop relevant models.

One such process, which occurred in NL, began with a working group responsible for overseeing changes in this area specific to physicians. A series of facilitated discussions led to the creation of a discussion document. This in turn lead to the development of contracts for physicians. Once this process is finalized, it will be repeated for other provider groups needing alternative funding models.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role
A facilitator of collaborative change must know how to build a collaborative practice. It includes the encouragement of open dialogue, of shared visioning and of collective planning, all based on evidence gathered about which team members do what and when. With this knowledge a facilitator can work with groups of professionals and PHC teams to reshape work relationships in line with the emerging model of collaborative care. It is crucial that all stakeholders, including members of the community, are represented from the outset at the planning table.

By transforming individual and team conflicts into opportunities for change, facilitators enhance team-based inter-professional delivery of services. Using facilitated processes to build collaborative practice, facilitators support providers. When these providers are working to their full scope of practice they are encouraged to engage in dialogue. This engagement is necessary to build a shared understanding and a collective consensus on the changes that are relevant to a particular team/practice setting.

Facilitation Resources

**Enhancing Scope of Practice** (NL): The NL Office of PHC is using a facilitated collaborative process to enhance scope of practice in each of the eight provincial PHC sites. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Expanded Medical Office Assistant Role** (BC): As part of the diabetes collaborative, the role of medical office assistants was enhanced to include data recording, planning of office visits and related details of the visit (blood pressures, height and weight, foot exams and self management). Contact: Debbie.lewis@northernhealth.ca, Northern Health.

**Enhanced Scope of Practice for Paramedics** (NL): Through a facilitated process of engagement, necessary changes occurred to support the enhanced scope of practice changes for local paramedics. For information, visit: www.programsinparamedicine.com. Or Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Expanding Registered Nurses’ Scope of Practice** (MB): This role expansion grew out of a collaborative practice model that initiated the Well Women program through facilitated consultations and staff engagement. Contact: mgray@normanrha.mb.ca, NOR-MAN Regional Health.
**Interdisciplinary Team Roles and Responsibilities** (ON): This resource provides basic information to sponsors of inter-professional PHC teams to aid in the design and coordination of an inter-disciplinary primary health care team. Visit: http://www.health.gov.on.ca/transformation/fht/guides/fht_inter_team.pdf

**Shared Scope of Practice LPN/RN** (NL): The licensed practical nurse’s (LPN) role was expanded to include the administration of medication. An exploration of SOP for RNs and LPNs using learning circles resulted in a document written by the Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland and Labrador and CLPN (1999) highlighting emerging issues. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Guide to Collaborative Team Practice** (ON): This resource will assist inter-professional PHC teams in collaborative team practice. Visit: http://www.health.gov.on.ca/transformation/fht/guides/fht_collab_team.pdf

**NP Scope of Practice** (NL): As part of the process of integrating nurse practitioners (NP) into the PHC model, a consultation process resulted in a report highlighting changes to NP regulations. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
PHC was designed to include, in addition to the health sector, all related sectors and aspects of national and community development in agriculture, animal husbandry, food industry, education, housing, public works and communications. It demands the coordinated efforts of all those sectors.\textsuperscript{10, 11} This is one of the reasons why information has been identified as a pillar of PHC. The intent is that, as PHC teams work together there will be a greater need and enhanced opportunities to communicate with each other and to share health information.

Shared patient records between PHC team members and across related services will support better and more efficient care, faster communication of test results, reduced duplication of tests and a better understanding by providers of the comprehensive needs of the client/patient and community.

Initially teams may have to rely on more traditional methods of communicating and sharing health information. A well-integrated information system can occur in both manual and electronic environments. In most cases, PHC providers work with both.

Investments in technologies, such as telehealth/telemedicine, can provide better access to diagnoses and treatment within a client’s/patient’s community, especially where access to providers is difficult. Toll-free telecare services can support 24-hours-a-day access to health advice/information. It can also help individuals decide whether they should present their symptom or complaint to a PHC provider or a hospital emergency department.

This chapter begins with a look at the current context and explores opportunities related to electronic health records, chronic disease management and telehealth. A discussion of the challenges inherent in facilitating changes in this area is followed by the identification of resources that have been developed to assist with making the most of the opportunities for change.
The Current Context

PHC renewal can occur in the absence of well-integrated information systems. They are useful, but not absolutely necessary, for change to occur. However, implementation of information management systems is occurring to varying degrees in many jurisdictions. These enhanced management capabilities create opportunities to improve communication among team members and provide support for clinical and educational activities. This is especially true in geographically challenging areas.

Although the presence of well-developed, integrated information systems can assist with PHC changes, planning, implementing and evaluating these systems is difficult and includes such considerations as:

- Lack of understanding of how they can help;
- Lack of understanding of how to access information on these systems and their use;
- Seeing them as an add-on to an already heavy workload;
- Dealing with the fear of potential job loss and/or job change with technology implementation;
- The cost of implementing and operating;
- The fear of using technology;
- Privacy and confidentiality issues.

Leaders supporting PHC change processes must be aware of information management initiatives in their jurisdiction. They should understand the implications for the evolving context within which providers must work. The role of facilitation in helping providers to identify and manage the technology challenges must be clearly defined. Clarity is also essential on where to access the expertise to support and direct technology implementation and usage.

The Opportunities

Enhanced Sharing of Electronic Information

An integral component of PHC change is setting up electronic means by which providers can communicate and share relevant information and documentation to assist with client/patient service and care. One of the methods currently used to share health information is the electronic health record (EHR), which may or may not include the physician record known as the electronic medical record (EMR). These EMRs are electronic records set up for or by physicians for communication among physicians and to collect (and sometimes collate) client/patient information. Such records are typically set up to support case management which allows various providers to access electronic client/patient files and information specific to their role in the client’s/patient’s service or care.
Ideally, both types of records should be able to interface. This allows necessary linkage and integration of services, delivery and communication across an inter-professional team. Many EHR systems and EMR systems were set up prior to the introduction of PHC teams. As a result, they focus primarily on the information needed by specific providers. This often limits the effectiveness of these systems as new PHC members enter the team, each with their own charting and information needs and styles. As a result, many EHRs and EMRs need to be adapted as the nature of the team’s needs change.

There are a number of electronic health and medical record vendors in Canada. The penetration of the technology varies widely across the country. Most jurisdictions are at varying levels of EHR and EMR implementation processes in institutional, community and physician settings. For example, in British Columbia in 2006 only 15 per cent of PHC providers report having implemented electronic medical records. This profile will no doubt change dramatically as provincial support for establishing information technology and information standards in PHC advances.

**Chronic Disease Registries**

Many jurisdictions use registries to implement guideline-based care in family practice. Clinicians establish a registry of clients/patients based on a clinical practice guideline such as diabetes or clinical prevention. The registry contains the cohort of practice clients/patients experiencing a particular health issue or requirement for clinical prevention. The registry tracks the number of client/patient contacts, the screening or tests completed, dates, results and institutes reporting on parameters of interest such as an HbA1c value.

Physicians and their teams can track the consistency of their practice, client/patient progress and institute recall. When a collaborative of PHC providers employs a registry in common they can set performance targets for their quality improvements and track their efforts in the aggregate. This database is a powerful instrument for quality improvement. When a facilitator, or a team of facilitators, further supports this, then dramatic and rapid progress can be achieved.

The ongoing feedback provided by such an electronic resource is an exceptional tool for motivating change and, when shared with a community of providers, becomes a common frame of reference and evidence-based change management tool.
Telehealth

Telehealth, an area of growth in information management, can be defined as:

“The use of communication and information technologies to deliver health services, expertise and information over distance, geographic, time, social and cultural barriers.”

“The use of communications and information technology to deliver health care services over large and small distances, including remote and rural areas.”

Telehealth is supported by a range of technologies that foster information sharing, including broadband technology strategies and other multiple applications for telehealth. These applications include videoconferencing (room-based, mobile, desktop, home); store and forward software; peripheral devices (e.g. electronic stethoscope); home care technology; and point of care (e.g. palm tablets, Blackberry).

These new technologies can help to foster sharing of health information, such as the use of video facilitation to practice/team sites as is occurring in Ontario, Newfoundland and Labrador and Saskatchewan. It reduces the number of face-to-face visits and maintains ongoing contact between the practice team and referral services. This cost-effective format promotes discussion on system changes within the practice. A number of jurisdictions also use videoconferencing for professional and inter-professional development.

ICPC2

International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC2) is a coding system that can be linked to present ICD9/10 classification systems. The latter systems allow family practice physicians to record, organize and retrieve the process of care in PHC settings. It has been designed to classify and document three important elements in PHC:

1. The reason for the client/patient encounter;
2. The diagnosis or problem; and
3. The process of care.

There have been recent discussions with a variety of stakeholders at the jurisdictional and national levels regarding ICPC2 and its potential for application and evaluation in PHC teams. Other PHC providers have showed considerable interest in the use of this system. It can provide additional information to PHC providers and governments about population health status and client/patient management. This can be of use in assessing service delivery, planning for service delivery and supporting remuneration/funding models.
The Challenges
As jurisdictions have developed effective health information systems, they have encountered a number of challenges. The lack of standards for the different technologies in health care settings poses significant obstacles. As provinces move to build integrated networks they need to ensure those systems can interface with existing systems.

Increased complexity drives up the cost of building systems to support change. System change and planning in this area need to factor in these additional costs to support successful implementation. These costs include:

- Length of time associated with such initiatives;
- Funds required to develop and sustain the work; and
- Educational support needed for providers to learn the new systems.

Some potential challenges that have been identified in telehealth include:

- Sustainability, regional involvement, equitable services to regions (e.g. technical support);
- Evaluation;
- Payment for fee-for-service practitioners;
- Agreed-upon governance model;
- Integration of telehealth into health care delivery;
- Privacy and confidentiality; and
- Integration with other systems.

The privacy and confidentiality of client/patient information has traditionally been a challenge for the health care system. The need for facilitated discussions, decision-making and formalized processes and tools to ensure that privacy and confidentiality are maintained is essential in an electronically enhanced health information-sharing environment. The rapid evolution of technology and software adds another layer of complexity to the task of developing and integrating meaningful, useful systems that support the work of health care providers.

The transition time and support required to move from paper files to electronic files poses significant challenges for providers already striving to keep up with other major changes. Varying degrees of acceptance by those who need to use electronic systems further complicates the process. In addition, the complexity of systems-level change is great. Some providers have concerns with issues surrounding confidentiality of information as health information is shared more broadly.
Managing the Facilitator’s Role

Changes requiring technical knowledge and expertise are considered outside the scope of a PHC leader or facilitator. However, these changes are part of the setting in which providers work. So there is a role for facilitation in building the case for opportunities for change in electronic information management. Often the role would be one of facilitating the change processes required for implementation of information management initiatives. The implementation processes include: the identification and development of action plans to manage the challenges; planning discussions; implementation; and evaluation of the required changes. The facilitator would also advocate for the well being of the providers who are seeking their place in a changing system.

Project leaders/managers may use some of the tools discussed below as they work through the change management to implement technology with providers in the process of sustainable change in primary health care.

Facilitation Resources

**Enhanced Sharing of Electronic Information Toolkit** (NL): A pilot PHC team area was identified to proactively enhance electronic health information sharing among the various providers and systems across the continuum of service/care. A toolkit was subsequently developed to assist others in the province in making these changes. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Needs Assessment Tools for EHR at the PHC Level** (NL): To support planning for enhanced sharing of electronic health information among PHC providers, a series of tools and processes were utilized, including a variety of needs assessment tools. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Evaluation of Enhanced Sharing of Electronic Information** (NL): A pilot PHC team area was identified to proactively enhance electronic health information sharing among the various providers and systems across the continuum of service/care. A formal evaluation process was developed to determine the outcome of this enhancement for providers and clients. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Diabetes Collaborative Tool development** (NL): The aim of this project was the development of a tool kit to support PHC sites in implementation of the provincial Chronic Disease Collaborative program, starting with diabetes. Tools adopted included ones to support electronic clinical data entry and reporting to support service and care to individuals with diabetes. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
**MB Telehealth** (MB): The MB Telehealth program is a centralized provincial telehealth program. The program supports the deployment of new telehealth applications – ranging from new program users to new locations and equipment. The process is effectively applied in tertiary settings for PHC/primary care related applications. The program follows a specific project-based approach that is modified to fit the nature of the application and deployment. Contact: lloewen@mbtelehealth.ca, Winnipeg Regional Health Authority.

**Immunization Management System (SIMS)** (SK): The Saskatchewan Immunization Management System, known as SIMS, is a computerized immunization database. It is a confidential, population-based, computerized information system that collects immunization data, primarily for children, within each health region. SIMS is a key tool to increase and sustain high immunization coverage by providing complete and accurate information on which to base immunization decisions, prevent under-immunization or duplicate immunizations and manage outbreaks of communicable diseases. Contact: rtuchscherer@health.gov.sk.ca, Saskatchewan Health or visit: http://www.health.gov.sk.ca/ph_hisc_proj_sims.html

**NL Provincial Telehealth Implementation Plan** (NL): A provincial telehealth strategy was completed, through a process of collaboration and stakeholder engagement, during the winter of 2005, with funding from Canada Health Infoway. Five strategic directions: 1) Self-care/telecare; 2) Chronic disease prevention and management; 3) Access to specialists and specialty services at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels; 4) Home care; and 5) Point-of-care learning for health care professionals. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Newfoundland and Labrador Centre for Health Information (NLCHI)** (NL): Work to date in NL includes a unique patient identifier; diagnostic imaging-patient archiving system (DI-PACS); the pharmacy network; and an RFP for pilot testing an electronic health record is in progress. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

**Comprehensive Community Information System (CCIS)** (SK): CCIS is an innovative vehicle for sharing resources, information, tools and knowledge, for sparking curiosity, identifying key wellness issues and determining priorities. It also promotes evidence-based research, programming, policy development and evaluation. CCIS is also a community-based tool that fosters empowerment through the sharing of information and through a collaborative, holistic and humanistic approach to the ongoing process of community wellness. For more information, visit http://ccis.cronustech.com
Chronic Disease Management Toolkit (CDM) (BC): The provincial development of quality improvement collaboratives emphasises the clinical value of electronic data entry and reporting. It also places emphasis on the patient disease registers, by provider, to support chronic care. These require an electronic support system. A range of tools has been developed for this work. For additional information visit: www.e-ms.ca, www.healthservices.gov.bc.ca/cdm

ICPC2 (NL): The International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC2), as developed by the World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians (WONCA), has been designed to classify and document three important elements in PHC: the reason for the client/patient encounter, the diagnosis or problem and the process of care. A literature review and benefits case has been completed in co-operation with multi-jurisdictional partners. For more information, visit: www.aafp.org/online/en/home/aboutus/specialty/international/wonca.html or contact: dryan@nl.gov.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.

Privacy and Confidentiality (NL): There are a number of processes and tools available nationally and provincially to ensure that privacy and confidentiality issues are addressed and managed with increased and/or new ways of sharing health information. This includes working groups and privacy impact analysis tools adapted for PHC use in NL. Contact: dryan@gov.nl.ca, Department of Health and Community Services.
FINAL THOUGHTS
Facilitation can be a powerful process. It offers unrivalled support for individuals, teams, communities and organizations involved in the changes occurring in and envisioned for the health care system.

When the role is supported with resources, time and attention, then the inevitable conflicts will be transformed into opportunities for change. It can ease the burden of providers as they respond to immediate requests for client/patient care in an environment that is shifting beneath their feet. In this context, facilitation can ensure that the process of change gets as much attention as the outcomes.

Among health care providers and leaders there is consensus that the priority for health care is serving the individual and the community who seek support for their health and well being. This is a necessary and important focus. However, care for the provider must not be overlooked.

In the midst of massive change to a system that has been relatively consistent for a long time, facilitators ought to remind those with whom they work to tend to themselves. The resilience and dedication of health providers and administrators is the driving force behind many of the ongoing changes within PHC and the health care system.

The 2001 provincial health consultations in NL identified an emerging consensus on the need for system change — though opinions differed on the nature, direction and timeframe of that change.116 In the larger Canadian context, many in the health care sector recognize this need for large-scale change across the country.25 PHC practitioners have become adept at managing change at many levels in the system. This has many implications for the outcomes of their work and the provision of health services in Canada.

Leaders and facilitators of change must appreciate the depth of change, the implications for frontline providers and the supports that they will need to manage the opportunities for change that arise from the inevitable conflicts. Too many changes, too fast, at too many levels, with limited support, can negatively impact health providers and their team, many of whose members are already moving as fast as they can.

When facilitating change, attention must be paid to the health of the work environment. A high demand, low control, workplace undermines individual and workplace wellness.117 The health care workplace is a high demand environment. Adding systemic change to health providers’ reality serves to highlight the value of facilitation processes that empower and engage providers and solicit their input and feedback.
There are many benefits to encouraging participation in planning for ongoing change. However, in the absence of an explicit process or role that focuses on engaging providers, communities, teams and inter-sectoral groups, the likelihood is that the burden will fall to the already overburdened frontline health providers who are working at the interface between a changing system and the current needs of the client/patient and community. Facilitation is not a panacea, but it is a skill set/tool that can assist people (providers, managers, community members, clients/patients) who interact in a system that is constantly evolving.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

**Accountability** - The ownership of conferred responsibilities combined with an obligation to report to a higher authority on the discharge of these responsibilities and on the results obtained. (*Achieving Excellence*, Treasury Board, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador [St. John’s: 2000]).

**Best Practices** - Approaches that have been shown to produce superior results, selected by a systematic process, and judged as “exemplary,” “good,” or “successfully demonstrated.” They are then adapted to fit a particular organization. (*Achieving Improved Measurement*, Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation [Ottawa: 2002], glossary).

**Capacity Building** - Involves enhancing the ability of individuals and groups to mobilize and develop resources, skills and commitments needed to accomplish shared goals. (*Mental Health Promotion Tool Kit: A practical resource for community initiatives*, Canadian Mental Health Association, 1999).

**Client/Patient** - When an individual enters the health care system, he/she is referred to as a patient or client, depending on the health care provider (e.g., physicians typically serve patients, while social workers serve clients). In community health, families, groups or the community itself can be the client.

**Community Capacity** - Refers to the ability of community members to use the assets of its residents, associations and institutions to improve quality of life. Each community’s collection of assets will be unique for it will reflect the specific characteristics of its population, its political structures and geography. (*Mental Health Promotion Tool Kit: A practical resource for community initiatives*, Canadian Mental Health Association, 1999).

**Community Development** - A process involving a partnership with community members or groups to build the community’s strengths, self-sufficiency, well-being and problem solving. This process enables the community to make decisions, plan, design and implement strategies to achieve better health. (B. Haen & R. Labonte, 1990).

**Continuity** - The provision of unbroken services that are coordinated within and across programs and organizations, as well as during the transition between levels of services, across the continuum, over time. (*Achieving Improved Measurement*, Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation [Ottawa: 2002], glossary).

Continuum of Services - An integrated and seamless system of settings, services, service providers and service levels to meet the needs of clients or defined populations. Elements of the continuum are: self-care, prevention and promotion, short-term care and service, continuing care and services, rehabilitation, and support. (Achieving Improved Measurement, Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation [Ottawa: 2002] glossary).

Determinants of Health - Factors that together contribute to the state of health and well being of a population or individuals. These are factors such as: income and social status, social support network, education, health services, employment and working conditions, physical environment, biology and genetic endowment, personal health practices and coping skills, and child health and development. (Federal, Provincial, and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health, 1994).


Facilitation - The facilitator’s role includes providing leadership, advice and assistance. The flexibility of the role allows the facilitator to adapt to the constantly changing demands of the members of the primary health care team which includes individuals who reside in the communities being served, organizations and the environment in which primary health care is delivered. The essence of the role and the skills that support the role enable the facilitators to provide practical assistance and support to PHC team members and to the communities that they serve.

Health Promotion - Process of actively supporting and enabling people to increase control over and improve their health (World Health Organization, 1998).

- Process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health. To reach a state of complete physical, mental and social well being, an individual or group must be able to identify and to realize aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the environment. Health is, therefore, seen as a resource for everyday life, not the objective of living. Health is a positive concept emphasizing social and personal resources as well as physical capacities. Therefore, health promotion is not just the responsibility of the health sector, but goes beyond healthy life-styles to well being. (First International Conference on Health Promotion, Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion, 1986).

- Concerned with maximizing the involvement of individuals and communities in improving and protecting quality of life and well being. Health promotion aims to address equity in health, the risks to health, sustainable environments conducive to health and the empowerment of individuals and communities by contributing to healthy policy, advocating for health, enabling skills development and education. (Mental Health Promotion Tool Kit: A practical resource for community initiatives, Canadian Mental Health Association, 1999).
Inter-professional Primary Health Care Model - An approach to primary health care delivery which emphasizes universally accessible continuous, comprehensive, coordinated primary health care provision for a defined population through the shared responsibility and accountability of physicians and all other primary health care providers. (Interdisciplinary Primary Care Models: Final Report, Working Group on Interdisciplinary Primary Care Models, Advisory Committee of Interpersonal Practitioners [n.d.]. NOTE: This guidebook substitutes the synonym inter-professional for interdisciplinary.

Inter-sectoral Collaboration - A recognized relationship between part or parts of different sectors of society which have been formed to take action on an issue to achieve health outcomes in a way which is more effective, efficient or sustainable than might be achieved by the health sector acting alone. (Health Promotion, World Health Organization, 1998, glossary).

Leadership - Leadership is a process of giving meaningful direction to collective effort. It is the influencing of the activities of an organized group toward goal achievement. (Jacobs and Jacques, 1990. Rauch and Behling, 1984).

Management - The act, art or manner of controlling or conducting affairs and the skilful use of means to accomplish a defined purpose. (Achieving Excellence, Treasury Board, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador [St. John’s: 2000]).

Performance Measurement - A systematic process that enables an organization to track, manage and report progress toward its strategic goals and objectives. Performance measurement focuses on the desired quantitative and qualitative outcomes required for an organization to achieve its mission and goals and is a means of determining an organization’s planned versus achieved results. (Achieving Excellence, Treasury Board, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador [St. John’s: 2000]).

Population Health Approach - A way of looking at health and services and an approach to managing them, that focuses on the needs of a given group as a whole, and the factors that contribute and determine health status. A population health approach facilitates the integration of services across the continuum. (Achieving Improved Measurement, Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation [Ottawa: 2002], glossary).

Primary Care - The first level of contact with the medical care system provided primarily by general practitioners (including office visits, emergency room visits and house calls). Primary care operates inside the larger context of primary health care. (Report of the Primary Care Advisory Committee: The Family Physician’s Role in a Continuum of Care Framework for Newfoundland and Labrador, [St. John’s: 2001]).
**Primary Health Care** - The first level of contact with people taking action to improve health in a community. Primary health care is essential heath care made accessible at a cost that the country and community can afford, with methods that are practical, scientifically sound and socially acceptable. *(Health Promotion, World Health Organization, 1998, glossary).*

**Primary Health Care Team** - A group of persons who share a common health goal and common objectives determined by community needs, to which achievement by each member of the team contributes, in a co-ordinated manner, in accordance with his/her competence and skills and respecting the functions of others. *(World Health Organization, 1985).*

**Public Health** - Public health is a social and political concept aimed at improving health, prolonging life and improving the quality of life among whole populations through health promotion, disease prevention and other forms of health intervention. *(Health Promotion, World Health Organization, 1998).*

**Scope of Practice** - The scope of practice for an occupation refers to the range of activities that a qualified practitioner of an occupation may undertake. It establishes the boundaries of an occupation, especially in relation to other occupations where similar activities may be performed. The scope of practice for an occupation may be established through governing legislation or through internal regulations adopted by a regulatory body. *(Glossary of Terms, HRDC, 2002).*

**Self-Care** - The decisions and actions taken by someone who is facing a health challenge/concern in order to cope with it and improve his or her health. *(Enhancing Health Services in Remote and Rural Communities of British Columbia, 1999).*

**Secondary Care** - Consists of first level specialized care requiring more sophisticated and complicated diagnostic procedures and treatment than provided at the primary care level, normally delivered in hospitals. *(Health Services Review: Report of the Committee, New Brunswick Health and Community Services, 1998).*

**Telehealth** - Efforts of health telecommunication, information technology and health education to improve the efficiency and quality of healthcare. *(Health Canada, 2001, glossary).*

**Tertiary Care** - Sub-speciality care requiring a high level of intensive hospital-based care. *(Health Services Review: Report of the Committee, New Brunswick Health and Community Services, 1998).*
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